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INTRODUCTION 
M. Auslander and 0. Goldman, in [A have defined the Brauer group of a 
commutative ring with unit, using the concept of central separable algebras 
defined by them and by Azumaya. This Brauer group is a generalization of 
the Brauer group of a field. 
In this paper we further generalize this concept and define the Brauer 
group of a ringed space (X, %) where Cu is a sheaf of commutative rings with 
unit. To this end, we define and develop in Section II the properties of locally 
projective sheaves of (unitary) modules and in Section III the properties 
of locally separable U algebras. The Brauer group is defined in an analogous 
fashion to the Brauer group of a ring, and when X = Spec A, where A is 
a commutative ring with unit and 2I = A, the Brauer group 8(X, ‘N) is natu- 
rally isomorphic to b(A) defined in [4]. 
We show that there is a contravariant functor from the category of ringed 
spaces (as above) to the category of Abelian groups which sends (X, a) to 
23(X, a). Thus if we have a map # : (Y, 2l’) -+ (X, a) of ringed spaces, we 
have an induced homomorphism of Brauer groups j3 : b(X, a) + 23(Y, a’). 
In Section V we consider the situation where the map # = (#, pa) of 
ringed spaces (Y, #*(a)) to (X, ‘8) satisfies the following conditions: (a) every 
open set V of Y contains #-r(U) for some open set U of X; and (b) the cano- 
nical map pnr : % + (6,#*(%) is an isomorphism. In this case we develop an 
exact sequence which gives a sheaf-theoretic characterization of the kernel 
of /3, where /? is the map from 23(X, VI) to %( Y, #*(a)). 
This exact sequence is studied for the special case where A is an integrally 
closed noetherian domain, X = Spec A, B = A and ~+4 is the inclusion map 
of a subset Y into X, where Y contains the minimal primes of A. The groups 
of the sequence are shown to have natural module-theoretic interpretations. 
In particular, if Y consists precisely of the minimal primes, %(Y, $*(2l)) is 
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shown to be isomorphic to the “modified Brauer group” b’(A) defined in the 
author’s thesis [I]. The kernel of j3 : %(A) + 23’(A) is the same as the kernel 
of OL : 8(A) + b(K), where K is the field of quotients of A. Thus the kernel 
of OL can be studied by means of the exact sequence. This is done in Section 
VII to find some conditions under which 8(A) is contained in b(K). An 
alternate proof is given for the Auslander-Goldman theorem to the effect 
that if A is a regular local domain E+(A) is contained in 8(K). 
I. PREPARATORY THEOREMS 
Let X be a topological space. We will designate a presheaf of sets on X by 
the symbol (8, q), where U -+ B(U) for every open set U in X, and ‘p is the 
restriction mapping 9) yU : B(U) + g(V) for v C U. (Where there is no 
likelihood of confusion the presheaf will be called simply 3.) For every 
point x in U, 9)z U is the map from 
Iff is a morphism of presheaves, fr, : g(U) -+ 8(U), thenf, will be the indu- 
ced map from 5, to 6, . 
The sheaf on X associated with (5, ‘p) will be designated (3, +). We recall 
that there is a natural morphism pg : 3 + 8. We will consider 5 and $ 
identified by means of the isomorphism p5 = ~5. 
In this paper “ring” will always mean ring with unit and unless otherwise 
specified “module” will mean left unitary module. It will be clear that each 
theorem or definition could refer to right unitary modules with the appro- 
priate modifications. 
Let (a, a) be a presheaf of rings on X, and (mm, PI) and (a, v) two presheaves 
of modules over (a, a). 
THEOREM 1.1. The homomorphism 
8 : Horn% (93, 3) -+ Hompl (jm, W), 
de$tzed by tl( f) = f, is an isonwrphism of ‘B(X)-modules. 
Proof. First we will show that B is an %(X)-map. Horn% (!I$ W) is an 
Z(X)-module by means of the following multiplication: for f = {fu}ucx 
in Horn% (9R, m), a . f = {gv}u,-x, where g”(m) = c+“<a) *f&z) for a in 
a(X), m in m( U). Now for every x in X, a in a(X), 
Ffi =& =g, = cYzqz) -f, = (a .f),. 
&/4/2-4 
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Since Ff and a *f are morphisms of sheaves which agree at every point, 
they are equal. Thus 19 is an %(X)-map. 
Now suppose 3 = 0. Then f. = fx = 0 for all x in X. Now for every 
,open set U and for every m in pKrt( U), f &m) E 9(U) and 
GYfrh4> =fk%v4) = 0 
for every x in U. Thus since (3, P) is a sheaf, f”(m) = 0 for all Cr and all m 
in ‘9R(U). Therefore 0 is an injection. 
On the other hand, suppose we have g E Horns (W, %). g is also an ‘U-mor- 
phism. Thus gpm : %R ---t 3 is an %-morphism. We need only show that 
- 
gpcm = g. It is clear that gpm, = gr = g, for every x in U. Since these are 
morphisms of sheaves we conclude that gpm =g. Thus 0 is an epimor- 
phism. 
COROLLARY 1.2. If %R and R are presheaves of modules over the presheaf % 
of rings, then &rn~ (!I$ 3) defined by 
for every open set U in X is a sheaf of modules over the sheaf %, and is isomorphic 
to the Gnodule &wzq2 (n, R). 
II. LOCALLY PROJECTIVE MODULES OF FINITE TYPE 
Let (X, a) be a ringed space, and 93 a sheaf of modules over %. 
DEFINITION. We say that tm is locally projective of finite type if ‘SJI is locally 
a direct summand of a free %-module of Fnite rank; i.e., ;f for every x E X, 
there is a neighborhood U of x and morphisms 
such that (p# is the identity morphism on !UI ( U (n might depend on x). 
We see that if m is locally projective of finite type as an %-module %R has 
finite presentation, and furthermore that rol, is a finitely generated projective 
&-module for every x in X. 
It is clear that !BZ is locally projective of finite type over ‘u if and only if 
there is an open cover {U,} of X such that ZR 1 U, is locally projective of 
finite type over II 1 U, for each U, . In particular, if m is locally projective 
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of finite type over %, ER 1 U is locally projective of finite type over %I U for 
every open set U in X. 
THEOREM 11.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) 9.X is locally projective of jkite type over 2I 
(b) ‘3-Q is of jkite type and for every open set U in X %~~pnpr,~(!UI 1 U, ) 
is an exact functor on the category of sheaves of modules over X 1 U; i.e., if 
0 -+ 3%’ -+ ‘3 + ER” ---f 0 is an exact sequence of 2l\ U-modules, then 
0 + %msi u (!Ut 1 iJ, a’) + eL%WZsl (I (iIN Uy %) + S%@Z~l u (!UlI Up W) + 0 
is exact. 
(c) 9.X is finitely presented and Iu1, is a projective %,-module for every x in X. 
(d) ?Ix is of jinite type, and given any open set U and any exact sequezce of 
‘ZI 1 U-modules of the form 0 +~+6-+‘%2\ U-0, thenforeverypointx 




Proof. (a) j (b): Let U be any open set and let 0 --+ ml -+ R + %” + 0 
be an exact sequence of % I U-modules. We need to show that 
is exact for every x in U. 
Since m is finitely presented, this sequence can be rewritten 
0 -+ Horn%, (‘%, , ‘%=‘) + Homsz (!I%, !J&) + Horn%= (!J& , a,“) + 0. 
Since !& is a finitely generated projective Q-module for every x in X, this 
sequence is indeed exact. 
(4 * (cl. 
(4 * @I. 
(b) s- (4: SUPP ose, for some open set U, we have any exact sequence of 
‘11  U-modules, 
o+~+s~mI u-+0. 
Then, since HompIlr, ( m U, ) is an exact functor, the sequence I 
O-+~~mgl”(~I u, s)-+~+m,v(lozlU, ai)~su?,~,,V(smlU,~l q-0 
is exact. 
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Let i, be the identity morphism on ‘102 ) U and i, its image in 
Since p’ is onto, there is an f in am,, u (55 1 U, 8), such that qz’( f) = i, . 
Now since 
there is a neighborhood V of x, contained in U, and a morphism g in 
Homer, y (93 1 V, 6 1 V) such that the restriction g, is equal to f. 
Now e’(g)z = vz’k,) = iz . Thus there is a neighborhood W of x, con- 
tained in V, such that the restriction v;(g) 1 W is equal to i, 1 W = i, . 
For this neighborhood W, we have the morphisms 
slwZmIw+o 
miWw”l”:cSIW. 
Furthermore q 1 W * g 1 W = vw’(g ( W) = vr,‘(g) 1 W = i, . Thus the se- 
quence 
O-+31 W-+6/ WZ!UIl W+Osplits. 
(d)- => (a). Since !I8 is of finite type, we know that for every x we have a 
neighborhood U and an exact sequence 
04+&l U--+%Rl u+o. 
Since there is a neighborhood V of x, contained in U, for which the induced 
sequence 
O-RI v-&q V+sml v--+0 
splits, 9JI is locally projective of finite type. 
TF~E~REM 11.2. If SR and ‘3 are locally projetive of finite type, then 
i%?q (%R, W) is locally projectike of fkite type. 
Proof. We know that given any x in X there is a neighborhood U of x 
for which we have the following morphisms, 
q&%1 U-+!ml u p&j%) u-+x1 u 
i/h:!ml L&q u #w:RI u+& u, 
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where ~s&~ is the identity morphism on !IR 1 U and cp,&,, is the identity 
morphism on % 1 U. We will show that for this U, %L+Pz~ (‘B, 3) ( U is a 
direct summand of A%ma (0” M, @;” 2l) 1 U, a free ‘u 1 U-module. We have 
a morphism y from 2%~~ (0” N, 0” 2l) I U to .%?&qr (9R, 37) 1 U defined 
as follows: for any V C U, r”(f) = vw 1 I’ - f - I/Q I V for f in 
On the other hand, there is a morphism S from %rnx (!UI, %) I U to 
Zm, (0” ‘u, 0” 2l) I U defined as follows: for any VC U and g in 
Homaly(!lR1 V,%] V),6,(g)=#w] V.g*g)rmJ V.Itisclearthat$isthe 
identity morphism on 2%~~ (m, %) 1 U. Thus A%rnx (mm, W) is locally 
projective of finite type. 
If 9lI is a sheaf of right rf-modules, and % a sheaf of left %-modules, we will 
define the presheaf !UI 0% % as follows: for any open set U in X, 
The sheaf associated with KQ 0; 111 will be denoted, as is customary, m Qa 3. 
With respect to the sheaf tensor product it is useful to recall the following 
facts [8; Ch. 0, 4. 1.51; it is an additive bifunctor, right exact in each argu- 
ment, and the sheaf ‘u 8% % (respectively, m 0% 2l) is naturally isomorphic 
to R (respectively, !Dl). Furthermore the fiber (‘%Q 0% W), can be identified 
for every x in X with the %,-module %R, @a* Sz . 
THEOREM 11.3. If ‘D and % are locally projective of jinite type, then 
9.R & % is locally projective of finite type. 
Proof. It is clear that since ?BI and % have finite presentation as %-modules, 
so must m 0% 8. Furthermore, since m and W are locally projective of 
finite type, mm, and S7, are finitely generated projective %,-modules for every 
x in X. Thus (%R & %)* = ‘9& oar, Sz is a finitely generated projective 
‘?&-module for every x in X. Then we know from Theorem 11.1~ that 
%R @n % is locally projective of finite type. 
THEOREM 11.4. If ‘9.R is locally projective of finite t-e over 3, then for 
every x in X there is a neighborhood U of x such that 
PmpJ:wpl U-“Q”l u 
is an &morphism of presheaves for every left !&module W. 
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Proof. We know that for every x in X thre is a neighborhood C’ of x, 
and a module ‘$3 over X 1 U such that 217 1 U 3x, r, ‘p .w 8” ‘u 1 U for some n. 
We have 
an isomorphism of presheaves. 
But we also have 
On the other hand the sheaf 
since we know from [8, chapt. 0, Section 4.151 that sheaf tensor product 
commutes with direct sum. 
But we also have 
It can be verified that the following diagram commutes: 
so that P(~~TI~U@PQ~'S!U is an isomorphism. Thus ~~~~~~~~~ is an 
isomorphism. 
THEOREM 11.5. If !lR and R are locally projective of J;nite type, then there 
is a natural isomorphism 
Proof. There is a homomorphism of presheaves 
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defined as follows: for f = { fv}v,-u in Homalt, (‘93 1 U, %Q 1 U) and 
g = kvlvcu in Homslu @ I Up s I Uh w(f Og) = h = WvCu in 
HomstlU(ml U@&tivR\ U, Ill U@~lu%~ U), where 
Mm 0 4 =fv(m) O&4 
for m in ‘!lR( V) and 11 in a(V). 
Furthermore, we have a homomorphism of presheaves 
defined by [u(i) =I’ for i in Horn%, (Zm 1 U @'a '3 1 U, %R I U @'P[ R I U). 
Now 57 induces a homomorphism of sheaves 
Since !UJ and W are finitely presented, given any x in X, Gz is a homomor- 
phism from 
to 
Since mm, and !‘R= are finitely generated projective 2l,-modules, Gz is an 
isomorphism for every x in X. Thus 4;; is an isomorphism of sheaves. 
If (!I& p) is a left module over (a, a) we can consider 26~~~ (!U$2l) a 
right ‘U-module by means of the operation of 2l( U) on Horn,, U (%R I U, 2l I U) 
defined for any open set U of X as follows: for f = { fv}vcu and a in ?I( U), 
f*~=g=b4”cu where g”(m) = f y(m) +“(a) for any m in m(V). 
Now we can define a mapping 
First we define the homomorphism of presheaves 
i/Y : $fiwi%?a (rn, a) q m -+=2tLvzpI (rm, 9.R) 
in the following way: for f = ( fv}vcu in HomBIU(m I U, X 1 U) and m in 
XC(U), #d(f @m) = h ={h,},c,where h.(m’) =fv(m’)pvu(m) for anym’ 
in m(V), V C U. # is the induced homomorphism of sheaves. 
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THEOREM 11.6. If !lR is locally projective of jinite type over ‘11, then ~,4 is 
an isomorphism. 
Proof. This theorem is an immediate consequence of [#, Prop. A.11 
which shows that since mm, is a finitely generated projective ?lz-module for 
every x in X, 
is an isomorphism for every x in X. Thus # is an isomorphism. 
Let us call 3?&zma( (2111, !DI) the sheaf of endomorphisms of !lR and denote 
it by mm. We can consider %R a left %&module by means of the operation of 
%B( U) on ‘!Ut( U) defined for any open set U of X by f * m = fu(m) 
forf = {f&a in ZB( U) and m in %R( U). 
It is the case that the operations of !B and ?I commute both on %R and on 
&%++r (%R, ?I), so that 3%mnr(!Ut, 2l) & ‘3Jt is a two sided !D3-module. It can 
be verified that 4 in Theorem II.9 is a %&map, and therefore a !&isomor- 
phism as well as an %-isomorphism. 
There is always a natural ring homomorphism w : ‘II -+&ma (!U$ %R) 
defined as follows: for a in x(U), wu(a) = { fv}vCcr wheref,(m) = a.“(a) * m 
for m in !LR( V). 
The kernel $ of w is defined to be the annihilator of 1111. If f is zero, then 
!LR is said to be faithful. It is clear that if YJl has finite presentation as an 2l- 
module, then %R is faithful if and only if %I, is a faithful &module for every 
x in X. Thus in particular, the tensor product of two modules which are 
faithful and finitely presented is faithful. 
THEOREM 11.7. If Illl is a faithful %-module, locally projective of finite 
type, then !UZ is locally projective of finite type as a !&module. 
Proof. First we will show that ?BI has finite presentation as a %&module. 
Since w : ‘u + %B is a homomorphism and YJl is of finite type as an %-module, 
!Ul is of finite type as a B&module. Thus for every x in X there is a neighbor- 
hood U of x such that there is an exact ZB 1 U-sequence 
We must show that fi is of finite type as a m 1 U-module. The above 
sequence is also an ‘111 U-sequence, and m 1 U is locally projective of finite 
type as an % 1 U-module. Thus from Theorem II.ld we know that for every 
x in U there is a neighborhood V of x, contained in U, such that the ‘u 1 V- 
sequence 0 + R 1 V -+ 0” ZB 1 V -ID1 1 V -+ 0 splits. Since %I3 is of finite 
type as an U-module, Ji I V is of finite type as an %I V-module. So we see 
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that for every x in U there is a neighborhood V of x, contained in U, such that 
R 1 V is of finite type as an ‘?I 1 V-module. But this means that R 1 U is of 
finite type as an ‘u: 1 U-module, and therefore of finite type as a ‘2D 1 U- 
module. Thus 9JI has finite presentation as a D-module, and therefore, by 
[S, Prop. A.31 and Theorem II.lc, !Ut is locally projective of finite type over 2~ 
THEOREM 11.8. If %X1 is a faithful locally projective Wmodule of finite 
type, Io1, is of jkite type, and !U& 0% mm, w 9.X2 , then !U& is of finite type. 
Proof. For every x in X there is a neighborhood U of x for which there 
is a finite system of generators for W, 1 U and a finite system for 1132, 1 U and 
for which (Theorem II, 4) %J& &t!JJ& 1 U M !U& 8%’ !XRm, 1 U. Let x1 , *me, x,, , 
xi E&(U) be a system of generators for ‘%R, 1 U. In other words, x1 , a.*, x, 
generate!&(U) and pvu(xl), *a*, p ,“(x,J generate W(,( V) for V C U where p 
is the restriction map on mm, .
Now 
%W = (Q p%) (U> = %uJ) gyJ4w. 
Thus each xi is of the form ai @ bi , where ai is in !U&( U) and b, in ‘%Qi( U). 
Consider the module R over ‘II: 1 U generated by the ai . % is a sub-module 
of %R, 1 U and has the property that % @ niv%& 1 U M mm, 1 U. Suppose % 
is a proper submodule. Then we have the exact sequence 
0+9lz~l U-+R-+O, 
‘Rgp,I U-+&I wpl ~-tW%I u-0 %iU 
is exact. Since 
!Jqpq Um9J121 U~:w,I U@Jlm,I u, COCCI u 
XlU XIU $IU 
is zero. Thus R, &,!J&, = 0 for every x in U. But since !JJ& I U is faithful 
and locally projective of finite type, Iuziz is a finitely generated faithful pro- 
jective %&-module for every x in U. Then 5lR,, is a finitely generated free 
nonzero Cn,, -module for every x in U and evrv maximal ideal m in U, . 
Thus we see that Rzm must be zero for every x in U and every maximal ideal 
nt in ‘11, . But then a, must be zero for every x in U, and therefore St is the 
zero module over 2l I U. 
We conclude that % is isomorphic to !U$ I U, and we have thus found a 
finite system of generators for %I& ( U. Since for every x in X there is a neigh- 
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borhood U of x for which we can find a finite system of generators for !JJ& I c’, 
31, is of finite type. 
THEOREM 11.9. If 9X1 and !J& are faithful ‘U-modules, locally projective of 
Jinite type, and !JJ& 0% !JJ$ e !JJI, , then %I& is faithful and locally projective of 
jinite type. 
Proof. From Theorem II.8 we know that !D& is of finite type. Let U be an 
open set in X, and 
0+%‘+%+%“-+0 
be an exact sequence of 2I ( U-modules. We must show that the induced 
map 3%~~~ Lr (ERa 1 U, %) --f &ma, r, (!U& ( U, %“) is an epimorphism. Sup- 
pose there is a cokernel V; i.e. the sequence 
a+%q (I P-Q I u, *ma, u wa I u, ‘8) 
+ c%%m~, u (im, 1 u, .sh?apng, ” (fcR3 1u, W)) + c%3mai u pm, ( u, U) -+ 0 
is exact since 1112, is locally projective of finite type. But this is the same as 
saying 
~~2qrJWm2 I u, w + aRp(, u (mm, 1u, W) + st%zarv (%$I u, U) --+ 0 
is exact. Since YJZs is locally projective of finite type YE&z,, u (!U& I U, U) = 0. 
But %R, is finitely presented, so Horn% (‘%R,3  U,) = 0 for all x in X. Then 
since mm, is a finitely generated faiihful projective ‘%,-module, V, = 0 
for each > in X (as is seen by localizing at the maximal ideals of 2Q. Thus 
%? = 0. Thus by Theorem II.lb, %Ra is locally projective of finite type. Since 
mm, and am, are faithful it is clear that !V& is faithful. 
THEOREM 11.10. If A is a commutative ring with unit and X = Spec A, 
‘u = A and TR is a sheaf of modules over a, then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) !UZ is locally projective of finite type over II; 
(b) there is a finitely generated projectile A-module M such tkat !Oi? = a: 
(c) %JI is locally free of finite rank over 2l. 
Proof. The equivalence of (b) and (c) is an immediate consequence of 
[6, Chapt. II, Section 5, no. 2, Theorem 11. We will prove that (a) z- (b). 
Since %R is locally projective of finite type over % it is finitely presented and 
therefore quasi-coherent of finite type. Thus we know from [8, Chapt. I, 
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Theorem 1.4.11 that there is an A-module M such that % = A?. Now 
M = 1% MA , where MA ranges over all the finitely generated submodules 
of M. Then !UI = lim A?, . Then from [8, Chapt. 0, 52.31 we see that 
since %R is of finite tyz and X is quasi-compact, there is an index X for which 
9-R = i@A . (In fact, we see that M = MA since 
M m I’(X, A?) = QX, XII) = I-(X, iI&) m MA). 
We will show that M is finitely presented. Let F be a free module of finite 




is exact. Since ‘9.R is locally projective of finite type we know from Theorem 
II.ld that for every x in X there is a neighborhood U of x such that 
O+Rl U+PI U-+?IRl U+Osplits. 
P is clearly a free U-module of finite rank. Thus for every x in X there is a 
neighborhood U of x such that l? 1 U is a direct summand of a free U 1 II- 
module of finite rank. Thus R is locally projective of finite type. Then by 
an argument analogous to that on M above, we see that K is finitely generated. 
Thus M has finite presentation as an A-module. Furthermore, for every 
maximal ideal m in Spec A, Mm = !JJ$,, is a projective, and therefore a free 
&-module. Thus from [6, Chapt. II, Section 5, no. 2, Theorem I] we see 
that M is a finitely generated projective module. Thus we see that there is 
a one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism classes of finitely gene- 
rated projective A-modules and isomorphism classes of locally free (or 
locally projective) sheaves of modules of finite rank over U. 
It is clear from the previous result that the following theorem holds: 
THEOREM II.1 1. If (X, 0,) is a prescheme, and 9B is a module over 0,) 
then m is locally projective of finite type if and only if m is locally free of finite 
rank. 
III. SI-IEA~~~ OF ALGEBRAS 
Let (2l, 01) be a sheaf of commutative rings with unit, (9, p) a sheaf of 
algebras over 2I with unit. 
We define 9 to be the sheaf of algebras such that P(U) = P(U)O. 
Let 9~’ denote the presheaf 9 0%’ go, and _LPe denote the associated 
sheaf 9 0% 9. 9 is a left 9’-module, and therefore a left P-module. 
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THEOREM 111.1. If 2 is of finite type as an ‘LI-module, then 9 is finitely 
presented as an ye-module. 
Proof. We have an LP’-sequence of presheaves 
o+a+pr~2i?40 
where ‘p is defined by 
P& 0 PO) = AcL for X in L?(U), p” in J?(U)O. 
a(U) is the ideal in LP’( U) generated by elements of the form h @ 1 - 1 @ ho. 
We have the associated Z’e-sequence of sheaves, 
We need only show that R is of finite type as an Ye-module. Since 9 is of 
finite type as an %-module, we know that for every x in X, there is a neigh- 
borhood U of x, and sections A, , 0-e) A, in P(U) such that 9 1 U is generated 
as an II 1 U module by the sections A,, .*a, A, . Then it is clear that R 1 U 
is generated by the images of the family {Ai @I 1 - 1 @ h,O} under the cano- 
nicalmapR/ U+RI U. 
We know from Corollary I.2 that &%Mz~.~ (9, 9) is a sheaf of modules 
over PC and is isomorphic to the Ye-module %mz~ (9, 9’). 
We have a homomorphism of sheave of rings /I : &HZ~, (9,-V) --f 9’ 
defined by /3r,({fV}VcU) =f”(l). /3 is an injection. 
We also have a homomorphism y : ‘u +X&Q. (9,-Y) defined as fol- 
lows: for a in S(U), ~~(a) = (fv)vcu wheref,(h) = +“(a) h for h in P(V). 
If i is the injection 2l+ 3, we see that the diagram 
commutes. 
Identifying L%?&,v~,# (9,9) with its image under j3 we will say that 
&M~, (9, 9) is the center of 9, and that 9 is central over % 
if y : Cu -+ XMPZ~,~ (9,9) is an isomorphism. 
It is clear that if 9 has finite presentation as an LZ’e-module, then 3’ is 
central over ‘I[ if and only if _Ep, is a central &-algebra for every x in X. 
We will defme a homomorphism of sheaves of rings 
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We first define the presheaf homomorphism 7’ : 90 +&rng (9, Se), 
as follows: 
for h in 9(U), p” in .!?(U)O, %Jv 0 PO) = {f”lVC” 
where 
f”(X) = pvU(h) - A’ - p vu(~) for h’ in S(V). 
7 is then the induced homomorphism of the associated sheaves. 
DEFINITION. Let Ip be a central algebra over ‘11. Then we will define -Ep 
to be locally separable if 9 is locally projective of finite type as an %-module, 
and q is an isomorphism. 
This definition is inspired by the fact, proved in [4, Theorem 2.11, that a 
necessary and sufficient condition that an algebra L be separable over its 
center A is that L be a finitely generated projective module over A, and that 
the map q : Le -+ Horn, (L, L), defined analogously to 77 above, be an iso- 
morphism. 
Using this fact and Theorem 111.1, we see immediately that the following 
theorem is true: 
THEOREM 111.2. Y is locally separable over ‘II ;f and only if 9 is finitely 
presented as an %-module and Zz is a central separable &-algebra for every x 
in X. 
It is clear that if 9 is locally separable over % and IDZ is a module over 9, 
locally projective of finite type, then ‘CR is locally projective of finite type over 
21. The following lemma concerns ordinary rings and modules (not sheaves). 
LEMMA 111.3. If A is a commutative ring with unit and M is a $nitely 
generated projective A-module, then Horn, (M, M) is separable over A. 
Proof. Let Horn, (M, M) = W. From [5, Proposition A.11 we see that 
since M is a finitely generated projective A-module, the mapping 
p : Horn, (M, A) 8” M + W, defined by p( f @ m) (n) = f (n) (m) is a 
two-sided W-isomorphism and therefore a left WGsomorphism. From 
[.5, Theorem A.21 we know that Horn, (M, A) is finitely generated and pro- 
jective as a right W-module, and therefore as a left W”-module, and from 
[5, Proposition A.31 we know that M is finitely generated and projective as a 
left W-module. Thus from [7, p. 165, Proposition 2.31 we have the fact that 
M 8” Horn, (M, A) is projective as a left We-module. Since p is a left 
We-isomorphism, we see that W is projective as a left We-module, i.e., W is 
separable over A. 
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THEOREM 111.4. If W is a faithful locally projective sheaf of modules of 
fkite type over 8, then %HQ (W, 9X) is a locally separable II-algebra. 
Proof. We know from Theorem 11.2. that &%st (w, ‘m) = Q is a locally 
projective module of finite type. Since $17 has finite presentation as an ‘%- 
module, 9, = Horn%= (mm, , \%I,) for every x in X. Since 1)32, is a finitely 
generated faithful ?&-module for every x, Q, is a central separable %,-algebra 
for every x. Thus by Theorem 111.2, Sz is a locally separable ‘U-algebra. 
THEOREM 111.5. If LFpl and LTpz are locally separable over 8, then L-Z1 @Ja 9, 
is locally separable. 
Proof. We know that for every x in X, (L?r 0% 9’s), w _EpI, gstn, Y,= . 
Since .Ep,= and Za, are central separable over ‘u, , we have, from [4, Propo- 
sition 1.51 the fact that 3’rz osrr, 9sz is central separable over Zf% for every 
x in X. Thus Theorem III.2 tells us that 9, 0X -Epz is a locally separable 
‘II- algebra. 
THEOREM 111.6. If 8 is a locally separable ‘U-algebra, and R is a commu- 
tative m-algebra, then 8 6& % is a locally separable %-algebra. 
Proof. We know from [4, Corollary 1.61 that (9 0% ?R)$ = -E”, &, %= 
is a central separable %$-algebra for every x in X. Thus we need only show 
that 9 0% R has finite presentation as an %-algebra. For every x in X there 
is a neighborhood U of X and an exact sequence 
where 6 is an VI ( U-module of finite type. Then the sequence 
is exact, and G @sr,r, % I U is an R I U-module of finite type. Thus Y & 9t 
is finitely presented as an %-module, and therefore locally separable. 
We recall now the notion of the cormnutant of a subring in a given ring, 
as described in [q. This notion, generalized to sheaves, will be of use in the 
next section. 
For any ring A with center A, and any two-sided A-module M, 
HomAe (A, M) is naturally isomorphic as an A-module with MA, the A-sub- 
module of M consisting of all m in M such that xm = mx for all x in A. If I’ 
is a ring having center A, and A is an A-subalgebra of r’, then 
rA = Homne (A, r) is called the commutant of A in I’ and is a subring of r 
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In [4, Theorem 3.51 the following is shown: if r is central separable over A, 
and A and 9 are subalgebras of r such that A @A IR M r under the mapping 
x @ y + xy, then A is the cornmutant of D and J.2 is the cornmutant of A in 
r. 
Analogously, we can define the commutant of a subalgebra of sheaves. 
If Q3 is a sheaf of rings with center %, and 9 is an ‘U-subalgebra of 6, we 
define the cornmutant of 2 in 6 to be the sheaf 2%~~~~ (9, 6), which is 
easily seen to be a subsheaf of 6. 
THEOREM 111.7. Suppose (de, A) and (ID, CO) are two sheuwes of algebras, 
locally separable over (U, 01). Then 9 is isomorphic to the cornmutant of ?lB in 
9 aa !D.$ and %B is isomorphic to the cornmutant of 9. 
Proof. We will define an !&map g : 9 -+%cJR~~ (%I$9 8% 2J.J). 
Let U be an open set in X, and p an element of -E”(U). Define g;(p) to be 
the map of presheaves in Homae,,r, (m 1 U, 9 1 U @ii.%3 1 U) such 
that gu’(p)v (q) = h/-‘(p) @ q for any open set V contained in U and q in -- 
WV). Let gU’(p) be the sheaf map induced by g”‘(p). Then go(p) will be 
defined as go’(p) for every open set U in X and p in P’(U). 
Since m is an ‘%-module of finite type, it is finitely presented as a %&module 
and therefore for every x in X, 
Furthermore, since m and 9 are each locally separable over ‘Z, 9, @9[,%3z 
is a separable &-algebra. Thus applying Theorem 3.5 of [A, we see that 
g, is an isomorphism for every x in X. Hence g is an isomorphism of sheaves, 
and 2’ is indeed isomorphic to the cornmutant of !EJ in 9 @ %R Of course 
the same argument shows that %3 is isomorphic to the commutant of 9, 
IV. THE BRAIJER GROUP OF A RINGED SPACE 
The foregoing theorems enable us to define the Brauer group of a ringed 
space (X, %), h w ere ?I is a sheaf of commutative rings with unit. 
We consider the category %r(X, ?f) of locally separable %-algebras, with 
arrows the %-algebra morphisms. V,(X, a) is closed under sheaf tensor 
product by Theorem 111.5. We define V,‘(X, ‘?I) to be the full subcategory 
of U,(X, a) consisting of those objects which are isomorphic to the algebras 
of the form 2%~~ (!I$ !UZ), where 9.R is a faithful locally projective %-module 
of &rite type (Theorem 111.4). From Theorem 11.4, we know that vr’(X, 9f) 
is closed under tensor product. 
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We define an equivalence relation in %,(X, ‘u) as follows: g1 and 2s 
in V,(X, a) are equivalent if and only if there exist %J.$ and 2~8s in %i’(X, II) 
such that Zip, @st 23, RZ -Pip, opt ‘YB, .
The set of equivalence classes, B(X, %) is an Abelian group under tensor 
product, with unit (‘?I} the class of 8. If dp is in Wi(X, a), then the inverse of 
{Z} is (.Y”}, since 
is an isomorphism. 
THEOREM 1V.I. If 9 is in Vl(X, %), then 9 is in Vl’(X, ‘$I) if and ody if 
9 is equivalent to U. 
Proof. Certainly if 2 is in gl’(X, a) then 2 is equivalent to ‘?I. Suppose 
Y is equivalent to U. Then there are faithful %-modules !U& and !tT&, locally 
projective of finite type, such that 
Now 2&zsr (!W, ,mm,) is imbedded in dp 0% 2%~~ (!LRm, , ER,), so ?DIa is a 
module over 2?&zcn (!I$ , !I$), which we will call 28. 
Now we have a map of presheaves 01’ :%~Mw~ (!IRi , %Rs) 0; %J& +!IRs , 
defined by 
%‘(k”lVC” 0 4 = b.r(md 
for {grJvct, in Homar,o (%R, 1 U, %R, 1 U) and m1 in %J&( U). Since %R, has finite 
presentation over %J3 (Theorem II.7), we know from [5, Theorem A.61 that 
the induced map of sheaves, 01, is an isomorphism. Let 22% (%Rr , %Q = !&. 
Since !LR, is locally projective of finite type as a ‘$&module (by Theorem 11.7) 
and %Rs is of finite type as a %module, !U& is of finite type as a %&module, 
and therefore is of finite type as an U-module. Thus, from Theorem 11.9, 
!LRa is locally projective of finite type and faithful as an %-module. Now we 
must show that 55’ M 2%mza (%Ra, ER.J. Now from the isomorphism 
01 : !LRs @m, M mm,, and from Theorem 11.4, we have an isomorphism 
Under this isomorphism 3%~~ (mm,, %Rr) is embedded in 22~~~ (%R, %Rs) 
in the same way as it was under the isomorphism 
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Thus it follows from Theorem III.7 that 49 and Z&z, (!U& ,3lls) are iso- 
morphic in the same way to the commutant of &Z&zsr (?tR, %I&) in 
%&zn (!Uls , !lRs), and are therefore isomorphic to each other. Hence 9 is in 
V,‘(X ‘u). 
The next theorem shows that this Brauer group is a generalized form of 
the Brauer group of a commutative ring with unit as defined by Auslander 
and Goldman in [4]. We recall their definition of 8(A), the Brauer group of 
the ring A. 
Let &(A) be the category of all central separable A-algebras with A- 
algebra homomorphisms, and let &,,(A) be the full subcategory of &(A) 
consisting of the algebras isomorphic to algebras of the form Horn (M, ikf), 
where M is any finitely generated projective faithful A-module. It is shown 
that &(A) is closed under tensor product, and that the same is true for 
&,,(A). A, is defined to be equivalent to A, in &‘(A) if there exist 9, and Qs 
in &s(A) such that A, @A Q, = A, 8” 52, . The set of equivalence classes 
is an Abelian group, and is called the Brauer group of A, since this definition 
generalizes the definition of the Brauer group of a field. 
THEOREM IV.2. If A is a commutative ring with unit and X = Spec A, 
91 = A, then B(X, ?I) is the Brauer group %(A). 
Proof. We will show that there is an equivalence of categories U,(X, 3) 
and &(A) inducing an equivalence of subcategories %‘,‘(X, a) and &,,(A). 
Let G : &(A) + U,(X, Cu) be defined by G : L -e, and for f : L -+ R, 
G(f) = f: Since L is a finitely generated projective A-module, we know 
from Theorem II. 10 that e is a locally free sheaf of modules of finite rank over 
U. It is clear from Theorem III.2 that if L is a central separable A-algebra, 
then e is a locally separable 2l-algebra. Thus G is a covariant functor. Now 
we define F : V,(X, %) -+ &(A) as follows: since 9 in U,(X, 9l) is a locally 
free sheaf of modules of finite rank over a, we know from Theorem 11.10 that 
there is a finitely generated projective A-module L such that 9 M E. Since 
L = r(X, E), and e is locally separable, L is an A-algebra and L, is a central 
separable A,-algebra for every prime ideal p of A. Because L is finitely 
generated and projective as an A-module, it is easily seen that L is a central 
separable A-algebra. Let F: 9 ant r(X, 9) and for v : Y -+ %, F(F) = px. 
FG(L) = T(X, E) M L and GF(9) =m) m 9. Clearly FG(F) M f 
and GF(G) M 9. Thus the functor pair (F, G) defines an equivalence of the 
categories &(A) and V,(X 2l). For any finitely presented A-mownd 
any A-module N, &ma (i@, N) is canonically isomorphic to Horn, (M,N) 
[8, Chapt. 1, Cor. 1.3.21. Thus the global section 
r(X, i%%m; (A?, 20)) = Horn; (il?, m) 
4W4/2-5 
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is isomorphic to the global section r(X, HomV)) = Horn, (M, IV). 
in particular we see that a finitely generated projective module M is faithful 
if and only if M is a faithful sheaf of modules. Thus it is clear that L is in 
&‘&A) if and only if G(L) is in %r’(X, %), and that (F, G) induces an equi- 
valence of full subcategories JJol,(A) and Vr’(X, a). Now since 
t @a s m L gA 5’ for any A-algebras L and S, G(L OR S) a G(L) 02 G(S). 
Thus we obtain an isomorphism of sets of equivalence classes B(A) and 
23(X, U) which is compatible with their respective group structures. 
We would like to consider next the functor from the category of ringed 
spaces (where the sheaf of rings is commutative with unit) to the category 
of Abelian groups defined by associating to a ringed space its Brauer group. 
To this end we will recall some of the properties of direct and reciprocal 
images of sheaves. Complete detail can be found in [8, Chapt. 0, Sections 3 
and 41. 
Suppose X and Y are topological spaces and I,!I : Y + X a continuous map. 
If 3 is a sheaf on Y with values in a category C, then we define a left exact 
functor #* , associating to 5 a sheaf 4.+(z) on X, with values in C, as follows: 
for U an open set in X, 1,5,(g) (U) = %(I++-~( I;)). It is clear that for any open 
set U in X (# 1 I+-‘(U)), (5 j @‘(CT)) is p recisely #*(g) 1 U. (It will some- 
times be convenient to refer to this restricted sheaf as #*(s ) $-r(U)) where 
there is no danger of confusion.) If % is a sheaf of rings on Y, then #*(%) 
is a sheaf of rings on X, and if !LR is a sheaf of modules over ‘u, then #*(EV) 
is a sheaf of modules over #,(a). 
On the other hand, if 8 is a sheaf on X, with values in a category C, then 
we define $*(6) to be the sheaf on Y (if it exists) satisfying the universal 
mapping property 
Homy(#*(Q), 5) = Hom,(% h(5)) 
for any sheaf 5 on Y with values in category C. It can be shown [8, Chapt. 0, 
3.7.11 that if C is the category of groups or rings, then #*(6) always exists, 
and in this case #* is a covariant functor. 
If % is a sheaf of rings on X, and lllz is a sheaf of modules over ‘u, then #*(mm) 
is a sheaf of modules over #*(2l). It can be shown in this case that if U is an 
open subset of X, (4 i #-l(U))* (‘% 1 U) is the same as the restricted sheaf 
I+%*@) 1t,F(U). (We will often denote this sheaf by #*(%R ) U) where there 
is no risk of confusion.) Furthermore, for every y in Y, the fibre %Q,) can 
be identified with the fibre #*(!LR), . A n immediate consequence of this fact 
is the fact that I#* is an exact functor from the category of %-modules to the 
category of rjr*(%)-modules. 
In particular, we see from the above that if !JJI is of finite type (respectively 
finitely presented, locally projective of finite type) as a module over ‘u, then 
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1,5*(m) is of finite type (respectively finitely presented, locally projective of 
finite type) as a module over #*(a). 
If II’ is a sheaf of rings on Y, we see from the universal mapping property 
that there is a canonical ring homomorphism from y%*##l’) to 3’ corres- 
ponding to the identity homomorphism on #*(al). We denote this map by 
an, : #*+,(u’) + II’. If % is a sheaf of rings on X, there is a canonical ring 
homomorphism from ‘% to +&*(‘II) corresponding to the identity homomor- 
phism on +*(a). We denote this map by pa : + #.&*(a). 
Now suppose Y : (Y, 2l’) + (X, ‘%) is a map of ringed spaces; i.e., 
Y = (1,$0) where IJ is a continuous map from Y to X and 0 is a homomor- 
phism of sheaves of rings 0 : ‘% + +.#I’). Then for any ‘Il’-module zo2’, 
#.&U?) can be made into an 2f-module by means of the operation of 8. When 
I,&.(~J?) is considered a module over 2l in this way, it is denoted Y.&CR’). 
We have the following canonical functorial homomorphisms [8, Chapt. 0; 
Section 4.21: 
h, : Y*(isfbz~~ pt’, 9l’)) --h%%?z~ (Y*(rm’), Y*(W)) 
t, : Y*(W) @-g Y*(W) + Y* 
a (fwp). 
On the other hand, we have the map #*(e) : #*(a) + g*$*(%‘), and so we 
have anI : 4*(e) : +*(2x) + II’. 2x ’ is an algebra over I/J*(%) by the means of 
this map, and if %R is an U-module, we define the %I’-module Y*(m) to be 
+*w olb*(Ql) I’. 
There is a canonical functorial isomorphism [8, Chapt. 0; Section 4.33.11 
t* : Y*(m) 9 Y*(a) - Yy* (m 9 %) . 
It can be shown that there is a natural isomorphism from Homn (Y*@R),5$‘) 
to Horn%, (!lR, Y&U?)) for all %-modules !JR and ‘%‘-modules m’. By means 
of this isomorphism we can define the Z&homomorphism prm :9JI -+ Y*Y*(roZ) 
and the 2f’-homomorphism arm, : Y*Y*(%R’) +9R’. 
Now if U is any open subset of X, and W and W are %-modules, there is a 
natural homomorphism from HornPI; U (!lR 1 U, % 1 U) to 
Homalti-l(u) (y*(W I P(u), y*(W I IG-l(u)) 
defined by the functor Y*. This homomorphism gives rise to the canonical 
sheaf homomorphisms 
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which are functorial in $92 and 8. 
THEOREM IV.3. If ‘iUl is locally projective of finite type as a module wer 2l, 
then 
y# : !Py*(%*n~ (rm, %)) + iek?%?,* (Y*(m), Y*(%)) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. For every y in Y we have 
since %R is a finitely presented II-module. But this module can be identified 
with 
= Horn%” 
since #*(!TR), is a projective #*(2&- module for every y in Y. It is clear that 
this in turn is 
Thus yv# is an isomorphism for every y in Y, so y is an isomorphism. 
We are now in a position to prove the following theorem, which states that 
by associating to a ringed space its Brauer group we define a contravariant 
functor from the category of ringed spaces to the category of Abelian groups. 
THEOREM IV.4. If (Y, 2l’) and (X, 91) are ringed spaces, with ‘?I’ mrd 91 
sheawes of commutative rings with unit, and Y : (Y, 91’) -+ (X, U) is a map of 
ringed spaces, then there is a homomorphism /?from B(X, (a) to 8( Y, QI’) defined 
aY 8(W) = P*W))for WI in %(X9 a). 
Roof. Let (91 E 93(X, ?I). Then 9 is a locally separable algebra over ?l, 
and since #* is an exact functor and #*(9), = S?p9(y) , it is clear that #*(-E”) 
is locally separable over #*(a). Now /?(S) = Y*(S) = 9*(S) @$+(x) ‘I[‘, 
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which is locally separable as an %-algebra, as we know from Theorem 111.6. 
Thus {Y*(9)} is in !8(Y, I’). Now in order to show that p is well defined 
we see from Theorem IV.1 that we must prove that if 9’ is in Wi’(X, Zl), 
Y*(Y) is in ‘%i’(Y, a’). 9 is in Q,‘(X, ‘II) if and only if there is a faithful 
locally projective module ‘B, of finite type over %, such that 
9 m 2%~~ (Sm, Wt). In this case we know from Theorem IV.3 that 
Y*(9) = Y*(sm41 (9Jl,%-q) is isomorphic to 2%msr, (Y/*(SR), Y*(m)). 
It is clear that ‘u*(D) is locally projective of finite type as an ‘?I’-module, since 
#*(m) is locally projective of finite type as a #*(I)-module. It is also clear 
that Y*(%R) is faithful. Thus we see that Y*(P) is in %‘i’(Y, II’), and ,3 is 
well defined. It is clear that B is a group map. 
It is clear that if we have maps of ringed spaces Y : (Y, a’) + (X, Cn) and 
and@:(Z,W)+(Y,‘W)andif~and/3” are respectively the homomorphism 
as defined above from %(Y, 2l’) to %(Z, II”) and from 23(X, 2l) to 2J(Z, W), 
that 8” = /?’ * /3. Thus fl defines a contravariant functor from the category 
of ringed spaces (where the ring is commutative with unit) to the category 
of Abelian groups. 
In the next section we will study the map p for certain special cases. 
V. THEJCERNELOF/? 
Let (X, a) be a ringed space, where 41 is a sheaf of commutative rings with 
unit. Suppose we have a continuous map 1,4 from a topological space Y to X. 
Then (Y, +*@)) is a ringed space, and Y = (I/J, P,,) is a map of ringed spaces. 
In this case, of course, Y(U) is canonically isomorphic to $(a), and for 
every U-module mm, Y(m) can be identified with @D’t). 
For the remainder of this section we will suppose further that 1,4 satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(a) every open set Y of Y contains #-l(U) for some open set U of X, 
(b) the canonical map pA : 2l+ #*$*@a) is an isomorphism. 
THEOREM V.l. If 8 is a module wer #*(Ca), then the canonical map 
aR, : t,b*&$V) ---f 3’ is an isomorphism. 
Proof. For any y in Y, 
4*+*@% = #*(%(d = 1% &@I’) (U) = 5 W(yP(U)) 
*(Y&v Ye-w) 
= 5 W(V) = Yt;, 
YEV 
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since + satisfies property (a). Then 0%~ Y is an isomorphism for every y in Y, 
and so ucn’ is an isomorphism. 
THEOREM V.2. If VI is a locally projective module of fkite type over 91, 
then m : TR + #,z,b*(!JJI) is an z&morphism. 
Proof. We know that for every x in X there is a neighborhood U of x 
and a module 1112’ over 2l) U such that 92 1 U @ 9Jl’ w 0” 2l) U. Thus 
Since #*$* commutes with direct sum, we then have 
#*#*(m I U) 0 #*#*w’) = &*+*tu I U)- 
Now we have the diagram 
%JlI U@R’m’u@m’ - +*+*w I U) 0 +*+*@Jv 
8 12 
6x1 u YY 6 #*#*(a I 4 
Hence mlv and m’ are each isomorphisms. We have shown then, that for 
every x in X there is a neighborhood U of x for which psn, tl is an isomorphism. 
Thus pm is an isomorphism. 
THEOREM V.3. If %R is a locally projective %nodule of finite type, then 
there is a canonical functoriul isomorphabn 
SJl p*+*w - +*+* (m 9 a) 
for every Wnodule ?R. 
Proof. We have a canonical functorial homomorphism 
Since we know from Theorem V.2 that tj.&*(%R) - ~JI in a natural way, we 
can regard t, as a homomorphism from !lR @a Z/I.&*(%) to 
#,(#*(%?I) @*tsr, yS*(%)). We also have a canonical homomorphism 
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Thus #Jr*) * t, is a homomorphism froma 0% #.&*(?R) to #&*@I ox 8). 
We will show that this homomorphism is an isomorphism. 
We know that for every x in X there is a neighborhood U of x and a 
module ‘p over ‘Ic 1 U such that YII 1 U @ Cp M 0” 9I 1 U for some m. Fp is, 
of course, locally projective of finite type over 2I 1 U. Let +*(u*) u.+ 1 U be 
the map, defined analogously to #Jr*) t, above, from q @rnlU#*$*(%) 1 U 
to +*+*oJ c&l," !n I 0 
Then we have the following commutative diagram: 
(m 9 Z*+*(w) I u 0 (rp fp*JI*w I u) 
-$*#*(~p) I w~*~*(‘pg-I q 
22 
P*#*((mp) I ~o(rpppI u)) 
a 
I w’p)pI q 
n 
@a I ~pu#*~*w I u-lb*+* p?r I u@p u) 
n n 
&*4*m I u m +*#*(&I u). 
Thus h+O*) t, I U 0 A,&*) u, I U . IS an isomorphism and therefore each 
direct summand is an isomorphism. Since for every x there is a neighborhood 
U of je for which #*(t*) t, I U is an isomorphiim, it follows that $*(t*) t, is 
an isomorphism. 
Now we know that there is a homomorphism /I from 23(X, a) to 
B( Y, #*@I)), defined by /3((P)) = {$*(P’)} for any locally separable Il-alge- 
bra 9. We would like, in this special case where I/J satisfies conditions (a) 
and (b) above, to study the kernel of /3. 
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THEOREM VA. If %R’ and 3’ are modules over #*(U) then the mappings 
Y : ~@%I (~*PJo #*(W) - #*(*~s*(Ql) W’, W) 
and 
y# : #*(*+%I (#*@‘), #*@‘>) --+ fi@Q*(,) p’s a’) 
are isomorphism. 
Proof. We know from [8, Chapt. 0, Section 4.4.311 that there is a cano- 
nical isomorphism of bifunctors in 92’ and %’ 
Homm) (~*~DJ9, W = Horn, W&JJU, YW’)). 
We will call this isomorphism yx’. From Theorem V.l we see that yk can be 
considered an isomorphism between 
Hom,*cs) (m’, W and Horn Ch+4~‘)~ b.C’W 
Now for any open set U of X if we restrict z,L to #-l(U) we obtain the iso- 
morphism yU’: 
Homg+(m19-w W’ I tWU>, s’ I P(W) 
w Homa,. (&+4~’ I C’(U)), &A~ I V(U)) 
= Horns, u &W’) I Us tk+P’) I U>. 
Now 
Hom4*(,),,-1(,) W’ I YW~~ S’ I V(O 
is the module %%mZS1tst) (‘%R’, X’) (#-l(U)) which is in turn 
~*(===%*t?In) P’, W) (W 
On the other hand Homsu, (I/I.&?JZ’) 1 U, (G.&R’) ) U) is precisely 
zm9I (#*Wh 4*P’) (7-o 
Thus we see that yr,’ defines, for each U, an isomorphism between 
9*(~9%*(pI) WP W) (U> and ZwI (#*Pa #*Pa (U)* 
Thus we have an isomorphism 
y’ : c%wi?zgc(pI) (!-lx’, W) + S@=B (#*W)* 9*WD 
Since y’ is a canonical functorial map as is y, we see that y is in fact the 
inverse of y’. 
Since y is an isomorphism, $*(y) is an isomorphism, and 
Y# = uHom(+*(~j(9n’.sY) * +*(Y) 
and is therefore an isomorphism. 
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It is clear that the following generalization of Theorem V.4 can be proved 
in precisely the same way, since $*#.@‘) M %IY for any #*(%)-algebra 2~‘. 
THEOREM V.5. If W is an algebra over +*(a) and !W and ‘3’ are modules 
wer ?W, then 
and 
The categories of modules which we will next define will always be under- 
stood to have as arrows all module homomorphisms. 
Now let us consider the category %2,(X, S; #) sheaves of modules % over ‘u 
such that % w I/J&R’) w h ere %I is a faithful module over $I*(%), locally 
projective of finite type, and Horn% (a, R) is faithful and locally projective 
of finite type over U. 
It should be observed that if % is in U,(X, %I; #) and ?R m #.&R’) then 
#*(%) M %’ and +*$I*(%) w ‘3. 
THEOREM V.6. gs(X, ‘M; $) is closed under multiplication dejned by 
m * R = l/b*l#b*(m 0% t-n). 
Proof. Let m = +*(m’) and ‘3 = #.&R’), where %R’ and R’ are faithful 
modules over I/J*(%), locally projective of finite type. Then 
as we know from Theorem V.l. !B? &*(n, 92 is a faithful #*(2f)-module, 
locally projective of finite type. Thus to show that &+$*(m 0% ‘32) is in 
hp,(X, (II; #) we need only prove that %mcl[ (#*I/J*(~ & %), #*+*(?D 0% %)) 
is locally projective of finite type over 2l. 
We have 
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by Theorem V.4. But this in turn is isomorphic to 
since %R’ and %’ are locally projective of finite type (Theorem 11.5). Again 
applying Theorem V.4, we have 
M %*ncgl (rm, m) @$%Mq (rn, 9  (Theorem V.2). 
‘u 
Thus if m and ‘% are in V,(X, (I[; #), so is #,#*(%O @ %). 
Suppose we consider now the category gs’(X, %) of modules which are 
faithful and locally projective of finite type over 2f. +?s’(X, %) is clearly a full 
subcategory of ga(X, U; #), since if % is in U,‘(X, U), #*(%) is faithful and 
locally projective of finite type over #*(U), and R w #&*(%). ‘Zs’(X, %) is 
closed under the multiplication in hpa(X, ‘%I; #); for if m and ‘% are in 
V,‘(X, ‘%), #&*(m 8% %) w Iuz 0% %. Let us define an equivalence relation 
in %‘s(X, %; #) as follows: we say %r - %s in U,(X, Cu; 4) if and only if there 
are modules !I$ and R, in %?a’(X, ‘u) such that !?& - mm, = R, * !DZs in 
U,(X, X; #); i.e., 
ti*+*m 0 w = +*+*PG 0 ,%I. 
We see from Theorem V.3 that this is the same as saying that 
~*~*PJu 0% = iJ*+*PJu 0% P 
and that this is therefore the same as saying 5R2, @ %R1 w !Rs @ 92, . 
We will call the set of equivalence classes 8(X, ?I; #) and the class of R 
will be denoted {%2). 
THEOREM V.7. 8(X, %; #) is an Abelian group under multiplication dejned 
bY 
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I#mof. It is clear that since this multiplication is induced by the commu- 
tative multiplication in V,(X, 3; 4) an d since Wa’(X, a) is closed under this 
multiplication, that it is well defined and an abelian operation. 
The multiplicative unit is clearly the ring 2I itself, since if % is in U,(X, II; #), 
x - #J*#*(w 
Now we need to show the existence of inverses. We will show that if % 
is in Wa(X, II; 4) then &%wH~ (%, U) is in U,(X, 9I; +), and that its class is 
the inverse of {%} in 8(X, II; #). We have 
am(n p, a) = &mpI (#*(S’)t a) - ** a@Q*tSr) (S’t #*(‘u)) 
by Theorem V.4. Since ‘3’ is faithful and locally projective of finite type over 
#*(a), so is Z&VZ,,~,~ (a’, 4*(n)). Now 
~~%(Jfhl(% q, *m(n (% a)) 
= sma[ ($* ~+@I, (X’, #*(a)), #* S&m,* (er) (3’3 c*pm 
- $* am,* (8) (a,,* @I) (8’9 f/J*(a)), fim,* @I) (a’, c*@w 
w #* *+%*@I) (~q*,, W’* +*m> $) S’s +*m) 
- #* am,* (90 (%qb* (90 (g’s ‘q, +*pQ 
by Theorem 11.6. But this in turn is isomorphic to 
+*dJ* =%q@&I (% ‘w, q. 
Since &ma (%, %) is locally projective of finite type over 2I, so is 
&OR+Q (%Lwz~ (3, R), a), and 
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Since A%msi (%, %) is faithful and locally projective of finite type over % 
it is in V,‘(X, a), and is therefore equivalent to 2l in B(X, ‘u : #). 
Proof. Certainly if % is in U,‘(X, Zl), {a} = {U} in 8(X, 8; #). NOW 
suppose {%} = {?I}. Then there are modules !UZi and !lR, , faithful and locally 
projective of finite type over 21 such that % &!U& M 93s . But then we see 
from Theorem II.9 that % itself must be faithful and locally projective of 
finite type over 2l; i.e., % is in U,‘(X, ?I). 
We note at this point that 8(X, %; #) can be defined in another way. Let us 
define the category V,(Y, #*(a)) to be modules R’ over #*(a) which are 
faithful and locally projective of finite type and which have the property that 
&mst (1,4.+(x’), I/,(%‘)) is faithful and locally projective of finite type over ‘8. 
Let qi( Y, I+%*@)) be the full subcategory of U,( Y, #*(II)) consisting of those 
modules %’ such that #.,@‘) is faithful and locally projective of finite type 
over ?I. U,(Y, (G*(s)) is closed under sheaf tensor product and so is 
%?a’( Y, #*(a)). We define an equivalence relation in Us( Y, #*(2l)) as follows: 
9~~’ and !&’ are equivalent if there are modules !I$’ and ‘DZs’ in %s’( Y, #*(a)) 
such that 
S2,’ @ 9x1’ M %; @ km;. 
**(a) 9*(Qc) 
Let b( Y, +*(2l)) denote the set of equivalence classes in %?.a( Y, #*(a)) and 
(W} the class of W’. 
It is readily verified that +* is a variant functor from us(X, 9I; #) to 
gs(Y, #*@I)) and that #* is a covariant functor from %?s(Y, I/*(%)) to 
~s(X a; $3. 
It is obvious that the functor pair (#*, #*) defines an equivalence of cate- 
gories %?s(X, ‘11; #) and U,( Y, #*(a)) and that it induces an equivalence of 
categories %a’(X, %) and V,‘(Y, #*(a)). Furthermore, for !UI and % in 
~s(X, ‘u; $1 
Thus the equivalence of categories is compatible with the multiplication 
defined on each. 
The following theorem, then, is immediately verified: 
THEOREM V.9. &‘(Y, y%*(Z)) is an Abelian group under the multiplication 
w> - {~‘I = w Os*tsr, ‘32’) and the mapping b(X, ??I; #) + B(Y, #*(a)) 
defined by {m} -+ {#*(92)} is an iscwtwrphism of Abelian groups. 
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We are now in a position to say something about the kernel of 
p : 93(X, aa) + 23(Y, #*(a)) when # satisfies conditions (a) and (b) stated 
at the beginning of this section. 
THEOREM V.10. There is a h umomorphism E : 8(X, ?I; +) + %3(X, 9c) 
such that the seqmzce 8(X, %I; 4) L 23(X, a) % %3(Y, #*(a)) is exact. 
proof. We define the map E as follows: for {%} in 8(X, ‘11; 9) let 
l ({‘%}) = {&fmpl (w, n)}. We must show that {2&x, (a, W)} is in b(X, 2I). 
Let 2%~~ (W, ‘%) = 2l3. We know that 2JJ is locally projective of finite type 
over ‘8; we need to show that it is locally separable, i.e., that if 
7 : ZIP + Z&q (m, ‘2~) is an isomorphism. Since % is in %‘r(X, ‘I[; I/I) we have 
M c@hv-Zs*(cn) (W, W) = w, 
where %’ is faithful module over #*(a), locally projective of finite type. 
We know from Theorem III.4 that !lB’ is a locally separable #*(9l)-algebra. 
It is clear that #*(me) m #*@3)b. Furthermore, 
Since all of these isomorphisms are canonical, 4*(q) is the isomorphism 
from %~‘e to %H+(~) (2B’, m’). Thus I/J&*(T) is an isomorphism. But since 
2~ is locally projective of finite type over 3, #.&*(q) may be identified with 7. 
Thus 7 is an isomorphism, and 2B is a locally separable 2f-algebra. 
Now we must show that Q is well defined. Suppose {Wi) = {Ra} in 
8(X, %I; 4). Then there are modules ER, and 101, in qp,‘(X, 2t) such that 
Then using the results of Theorems V.3 and V.4 and Theorems 11.5, a 
straightforward computation shows that 
so that 
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Furthermore, by a similar computation we see that 
for (Si) and {%a} in 8(X, Zl; 4). Thus E is a multiplicative map. 
Now if (!R} is in 8(X, II; #), ,%({‘S}) = {#* a+~, (x2, %)} in 8( Y, #*(a)). 
But y5* &%nzsr (%, R) RS Z HE,,,*(~) (‘S’, R’) which is in U,‘(Y, #*(U)), so 
/3e = 0. On the other hand, suppose that {U} in 13(X, a) is such that 
B({S}) = 0. Then #*{9} is isomorphic to an algebra of the form 
&m,,tst) @‘, %‘) for %’ a faithful locally projective #*(%)-module of fmite 
type. Then 
{#,(%‘)} is clearly in 8(X, %u; #), so (91 is in the image of c. 
Now we would like to complete the exact sequence of Theorem V.10 on 
the left. If (X, 9l) is a ringed space, where I is a sheaf of commutative rings 
with unit, and %Q is a locally projective module of finite type over 91, then we 
will say !lR is of rank I if the natural map ?l-+ 9%~~ (mm, ER) is an isomor- 
phism. It can be easily deduced from [6, Chapt. 2, Section 4, Theorem 31 
that if !lQ is locally projective of finite type, 5.R is of rank 1 if and only if %R, 
is a module of rank 1 over 91z for every x in X. It is clear that if !lR is of rank 1 
it is faithful. 
We define %?‘a(*, 2l; I/J) as the category of modules % over ?I such that 
% m I/J,@‘), where %’ is locally projective of finite type and of rank 1 as a 
#*(%)-module. If % is in %‘a(*, II; I/) 
We define ‘%‘a’(*, a) to be the full subcategory of ga(X, ‘8; 4) consisting of 
the locally projective modules of finite type over 9I of rank 1. It is clear that 
%‘a.(*, ‘u; #) is a subcategory of %7,(X, Zf; #) and that ga’(X, 2l) is a sub- 
category of U,‘(X, a) such that ‘#?a’(*, 9I) = ga(X, %; 4) n ‘ifs’(X, a). 
Furthermore, if we define the category wa(Y, $*(a)) to be modules %’ over 
#*(a) which are locally projective of finite type and of rank 1 and 
‘Za’( Y, #*(a)) to be those modules in hp,( Y, $*(a)) such that &(a’) is locally 
projective of finite type and of rank 1 as an I-module, it is clear that the func- 
tor pair (#*, #*) induces equivalences of %‘a(*, ‘II; I/J) with G?a(Y, #*(U)) 
and of %?a’(*, 9I) with %?a’( Y, #*(‘?I)). 
Let R(X, 2l; #) denote the set of isomorphism classes of objects in 
%?a(*, 2l; #) (or, as we see from the above, the set of isomorphism classes in 
w&Y, #*(a)), and let x(X, U) denote the set of isomorphism classes of 
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objects in V,‘(X, rU) (or %a’(Y, (b*(B)). We will show that R(X, II; #) is a 
group, that x(X, ‘3) is a subgroup, and that there is a homomorphism 
which makes the sequence 
exact. 
For simplicity of notation we will denote the class of % in %‘a(X, ‘II; $) 
by % in R(X, %I; 1,4) and the class of % in V,‘(X, ‘u) by W in f(X, a). 
THEOREM V. 11. R(X, 2Iu; $) is an Abelian group under multiplication 
defined @ !Jl .!lJl = t,h.&*(‘% 0% 9R) and f(X, VI) is a subgroup. 
Proof. We will show that the category U,(X, 2l; #) is closed under the 
multiplication in V,(X, %; 4) defined by % - 9N = #,#*(% 0% ‘3-R). Let % 
and ‘91 be in %s(X, %, 4); ‘% a #*(%‘), !DI m I,G+.(~~Z’), where %’ and 9R’ are 
locally projective of finite type and of rank 1 as modules over $*(%). We 
have already seen (Theorem V.6) that #.+#*(‘S 0% %R) = #*(a’ @#*(sn m). 
Now we have 
Thus #*#*(!iI 093) is of rank 1 and is in %a(X, %; $). Since V,‘(X, a) is 
also closed under this multiplication and 
V3’(X, a) = Gf&r, ‘ZI; q4 n ~,‘(X, a), 
qa’(X, 2f) is closed as well. We therefore have multiplication as defined in 
the statement of the theorem induced in the sets of equivalence classes 
R(X, 91; 16) and f(X, 2l). ‘u is the unit for this multiplication. We will show that 
if mq[ (%, 3) is the inverse of % in R(X, %I; 4). If % in st(X, ‘8; #) = I,&(%‘), 




Thus &%=z,@, ‘11) is in R(X, Cu; I/I). Now 
since a’ is locally projective of finite type over I#*(%). But this in turn is 
isomorphic to #.&*(‘9l) m a. Thus R(X, a[; #) is a group. 
It is clear that if % is in #(X, U), Z&Z, (%, %) is in f(X, a), so that 
/(X, a) is a subgroup. 
THEOREM V.12. There is a homomorphism 
such that the sequence 
is exact. 
Proof. We know that %‘a(X, ‘?l; 4) is a subcategory of Q,(X, ‘3; (6). The 
inclusion functor induces a map K’ : R(X, 2l; (G) + 8(X, II; I)) defined by 
K’(x) = {%}. It is clear that K’ is a group homomorphism. Since {a} in 
8(X, a; 1,4) is trivial if and only if % is in U,‘(X, 3) (Theorem VA) it is clear 
that the kernel of K’ is 3(X, ?I). Thus we have the induced monomorphism K 
from R(X, ?I; #)/#(X, ?I) to 8(X, 2l; $); K(% * #(X, 2l)) = {a}. 
EK(R ’ x(x, a)) = l {%} = {=%%W~ (3, n)} = {a} 
so the image of K is contained in the kernel of E. On the other hand, 
if ~(9~1) = (%} for {%Rm> in 8(X, 9l; yS), then {A?&q (%?t,%R)} = (4. We want 
to show that @It} is in the image of K; i.e., that there is a module % 
in R(X, ‘u; (G) such that {mm> = {%} in 8(X, 91; 9). We know from Theorem 
IV. 1 that A%mB (Im, 93) RS &’ ompI (!& !@) where ‘p is a faithful module over %, 
locally projective of finite type. Let &%~9tcd[ (!& Fp) = %B. Then 9Jt is a module 
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over ‘113. Let R = ~EMPz+~ ((p, %R). W e will show that R is in R(X, I[; #) 
and that % 0% ‘$3 M ER. Let 
It is clear that ~JJ = I+!I.&B’). We know from Theorem V.5 that 
#*(‘p) and #*(mm) are faithful and locally projective of finite type over #*@I), 
and are therefore locally projective of finite type over ZB by Theorem 11.7. 
Thus I#*(%) is locally projective of finite type over ‘1D. Since IUD is locally 
separable over ‘L[ (Theorem 111.4) it is clear that #*(‘%) is locally projective 
of finite type over 2l. Furthermore, as in the proof of Theorem IV.1, we see 
from [5, Theorem A.61 that 
It remains to show that I/I*(%) has rank 1 over (G*(8). Since we know that 
#*(%) is locally projective of finite type over #*(a), it is sufficient to show 
that #*(%), has rank 1 over #*(a), for every y in Y; i.e., 
as a (tJ*(U),),-module for every y in Y and every maximal ideal m in #*(%), . 
This is shown to be true in [9, Lemma 91. Thus % is in R(X, 91; I+%), and 
{iR} = {roZ> in 8(X, U; #). 
VI. INTERPRETATION FOR THE PRIME SPECTRUM OF AN 
INTEGRALLY CLOSED NOETHERIAN DOMAIN 
Let X = Spec A be an affine scheme. If Y is a subset of X, and j is the 
inclusion map j : Y--f X, it is clear that j satisfies condition (a) of Section V. 
That is, every open set I’ of Y contains j-l(U) for some open set U of X. 
Let us assume further that the subset Y has the property that condition (b) 
is satisfied; i.e., the canonical map pb : d -+j* j*(A) is an isomorphism. 
THEOREM VI.1. If Y is compact and W is a locally projective mod&z of 
finite type over (Y, j*(l)), then there is an A-module N such that ‘9ll w j*(m). 
Proof. We know that for every point y in Y there is a neighborhood 
D’(f) = D(F) n Y, a module m’ over j*(A) ] U(f) and an integer nz ~‘0 
48x/4/2-6 
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such that 92 I D’(f) G9X * @‘lj*(A) ) D’(f). Since Y is compact, a 
finite number of such neighborhoods cover Y. Suppose {D’(fJ} i = 1, ..., K 
is such a cover. Let U = uf=i D(fJ. We then have, for each i, an induced 
isomorphism 
(i I wfd)* w I Wf)) 0 (i I o’(fi))* mm) = (j I wfJ)* (&*m I wi)) 
which can be rewritten 
or 
i*(W I Wi) 0 (i I D’(fi))* W’) M &id*(A) I Wi) 
Now consider j,(m) 1 Lr, a sheaf of modules over (U, A j U). If p is in U, 
then n is in some D( fi) above. Thus we see thatj&R) / U is locally projective 
of finite type as a module over (CT, A 1 U). Since U is compact, we know 
from ([S] Chapt. I, Theorem 1.4.1) that the A-module 
N = r( U, j,(‘iVl) 1 U) = r( Y, !lR) 
has the property that fi 1 U mji*(roZ) 1 U. Then 
(j 1 j-l(U))* (IV ) U) = j*(N) 1 j-l(U) = j*(N) 1 Y 
=j*(fi) w (j 1 j-l(U))* (j+.(!Ul) j U) =j*j,(%R) 1 Y = %R. 
in particular we note that the stalk !J.$ = j*(N), is isomorphic to the localiza- 
tion NP for every p in Y. 
COROLLARY VI.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem VI.1, %I2 is locally 
free of finite rank over j*(A). 
Proof. We have seen in the proof of Theorem VI.1 that j,(m) 1 U is 
locally projective of finite type over (U, A I U). Since (U, A 1 U) is a pre- 
scheme, we know from Theorem II. 11 that j.#X) ( U is locally free of finite 
rank. Thus j*( j,(m) 1 U) w m is locally free of finite rank over 
j*(AI U) w j*(A). 
COROLLARY VI.3. If A is a noetherian ring, Y any subset of X = Spec A, 
and Illl a locally projective module of finite type over (Y, j*(A)), then IDz is 
locallyfiee of finite rank, and there is a finitely generated A-module N such that 
j*(N) w Sm. 
LEMMA VI.4. Let A be an integrally closed noether& domain, X = Spec A 
the prime spectrum. Suppose M is a finitely generated refix&e module wer A. 
Then ;f U is any open set in X containing the minimal primes, I’(U, a) M M. 
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Proof. Suppose M # 0. Let N = r( U, i@). We will show that the follow- 
ing conditions hold: 
(a) The restriction map p Ux : M-+ N is a monomorphism. 
(b) N is torsion free 
(c) the mapping pUx @ 1 : M aa K -+ N @A K, where K is the field 
of quotients of A, is an isomorphism. 
(Note: To prove conditions (a) and (b) we need only know that A is a 
domain and M torison-free, and to prove (c) we need only know that A is a 
domain.) 
(a) The restriction map &, : M+ Mf is a monomorphism for every f 
in A since M is torsion free. For D(f) C U, we have &) pLrrx = p&, , so 
pUx is a monomorphism. 
(b) We have, for every D(f) in U, the mapping CL&) : N + Mf . 
Thus we have a homomorphism I$,“,,, : N + nDtfjcU M, . But I$&, 
is a monomorphism, since uDtfjcU D(f) is a covering by basic open sets of U 
and il?l is a sheaf. 
Thus N is isomorphic to a submodule of the torsion free module 
I-I otfjtLI Mf and is therefore torsion free. 
(c) It is clear that the map pUx @ 1 : M Ba K + N @A K is an iso- 
morphism, since it is the case that for any prime p in U, 
pUX@lp:M@Ap-+N@Ap 
A A 
is already an isomorphism. 
Thus we see that M is a finitely generated reflexive submodule of the 
finitely generated torsion free module N and N/M is a torsion module (as 
we see from (c)). Then since A is an integrally closed noetherian domain, 
we know from [4, Prop. 3.41 that if N/M # 0, the annihilator of N/M is 
contained in a minimal prime. But since U contains the minimal primes, 
(N/M)p = 0 for every minimal prime p. Thus N w M. 
For the remainder of this section, the ring A will be an integrally closed 
noetherian domain unless otherwise specified, and X will be the prime 
spectrum Spec A. Let P denote the set of minimal primes of A. In this 
case, if Y is any subset of X containing P, the inclusion map j : Y + X has 
the property that the canonical map p; : A-+ j*j*(A) is an isomorphism, 
i.e., j satisfies condition (b) of Section V as well as condition (a). 
An important property of the integrally closed noetherian domain A 
which will be invoked in several succeeding proofs is the following theorem: 
if M and N are finitely generated A-modules and there is a homomorphism 
f:M+Nsuch thatfp:Mp + Np is an isomorphism for every p in P, 
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then f** : M** -+ N** is an isomorphism (where M** is 
Hom,(Hom, (M, A), A), 
the double dual of M). A proof of this theorem can be found in (among 
other sources) the thesis of the author, Chapt. II, Lemma 0.1. 
The following theorems will enable us to reinterpret the groups in the 
exact sequence of Theorem Jr.12 in terms of algebras and modules over A. 
THEOREM VI.5. Let Y be a subset of X containing P. Then ifraZ is locally 
free of finite rank over (Y, j*(A)), there is a $niteZy generated refixive module N 
such that j*(m) = %R. 
Proof. We know that the finitely generated module 
N = r(U, j*(B) / U) = r(Y, Ut) 
has the property that j*(N) M ‘9X, where U, as defined in the proof of Theo- 
rem VI.1, is an open set containing Y. We will show that N is reflexive. Let 
N** = Hom,(Hom, (N, A), A). Then there is a homomorphism 
6: N-N**, giving rise to the sheaf homomorphism 8 : N--+ N**. Now 
for every p in UzP = II:, is a free module of finite rank over A,, so 
8 1 U : N 1 U- NzI U is an isomorphism. Then in particular 
r(U, N) M F(U, N**). But we know from Lemma VI.4 that 
l’(U, F) z~ N**, and from Theorem VI.1 that r( U, m) m N, so we see 
that N is reflexive. 
If M is a finitely generated reflexive A-module, we know that Mp is a free 
AD-module for every p in P. 
THEOREM V1.6. Let Y be a subset of X containing P. Suppose M is a$nitely 
generated refixive module over A such that Mp is a free A,,-module for every p 
in Y. Then QY, j*(a)) w M. 
Proof. Since Mp is a free A,-module for every n in Y, j*(a), = Mp 
is free at every p in Y. But j*(M) is finitely presented, since M is, so we see 
from Theorem 11.1~ that j*(a) is locally projective of finite type, and there- 
fore locally free of finite rank as a module over (Y, j*(A)). As in the proof of 
Theorem VI.1, we construct the open set U containing Y such that 
j,j*(B) ( U s 1 all f i oc y ree of finite rank over A 1 U. Let 
N = r( U, j*j*(n;i’) 1 U) = r( Y, j*(@>. 
From Theorem VI.5 we know that N is reflexive. There is a homomorphism 
induced by ps ) U from M to N. This map is an isomorphism when localized 
at every minimal prime of A, and, since M and N are reflexive, is therefore 
an isomorphism. 
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Let Y be a subset of X containing P. We define %r to be the category of 
sheaves of nonzero modules locally free of finite rank over (Y, j*(A)). We 
define C, to be the category of finitely generated reflexive nonzero A-modules 
whose localizations at the primes in Y are free. We see from Theorem VI.5 
that there is a functor F, from V r to C, given by F, : ‘33 - r(Y, %R). It is 
clear that F, is a covariant functor, and that for f : !OI -+ ‘2, 
F,(f) =fr : W, W - W’. W. 
We also see from the proof of Theorem VI.6 that there is a covariant functor 
G, from C, to Q, given by G, : N + j*(N), and for g : M-t N, 
G,(g) = j*(g”) : j*(.i@) + j*(N). 
THEOREM VI.7. The functor pair (F,: wp,--+ C,, G,: C,+ U,) @es 
an equivalence of the categories %?r and C, . 
Proof. We must show that GrFr and F,Gy are isomorphic to the identity 
functors on %?y and C, , respectively. If !UI is in %‘r , 
GyFy(!13) = Gd(r(Y, %V) = j*(@%% 
But from Theorem VI. 1 we know that j*(I’(Y, ‘3.R)) w ‘92, so G,F,J!Ul) w 9JL 
On the other hand, if M is a finitely generated reflexive A-module, free at 
every p in Y, F&AM) = FY( j*(a)) = F(Y, j*(a)) = M by Theorem 
VI.6. 
When Y = X, this equivalence of categories defines for this special 
case the one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism classes of sheaves 
of modules over A which are locally free of finite rank and isomorphism 
classes of finitely generated projective A-modules shown in Theorem 11,lO. 
Since we are dealing with an affine scheme, we note that qa’(X, A) as 
defined in Section V is the same as the category gr. 
If W is a subset of X containing Y, C, C Cr. If h is the inclusion map 
h : Y -+ W then %‘,+, is equivalent to a subcategory of Q, under the functor 
h* and F, ( h*(V,) can be identified with F,, Similarly G, 1 C, can be 
identified with G, . We will without fear of confusion identify %‘, with 
h*(gFfd* 
THEOREM VI.8. If the image under the functor FY : VP,-+ Cy of !Ul is M, 
and the image of R is N, then the image under F, of !Ul @*(A”, % is isomorphic 
to (M @A N) * * and the image of 
&%R+(z~ (%I& %) is isomorphic to Horn, (M, N). 
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Proof. We recall that we denote by %R @ieta”, !X the presheaf defined by 
(m @’ X)(U)=W(U) @ !qU). 
i*Ca”, i*@)(u) 
We have a map of presheaves 
giving rise to the map p : M @ N-+ r(Y, W @ !R). Since the localization p,, 
is an isomorphism for every p in P, and I’(Y, m @ !R) is reflexive, 
is an isomorphism. 
Now we know that 
FY : J&vzj*(i) (!I?& ‘3) + Horn,*(i) (‘2R, W), 
and as we noted in the proof of Theorem VI.4, the localization 
Horn,*(;) (%R, %z)+, is isomorphic to the stalk 
for every n in Y. Thus the natural map 
u : Hom,*(,-) (9J2, 8) -+ Horn, (M, N) 
has the property that oP is an isomorphism for every minimal prime n. 
Thus (z is an isomorphism. 
From the above theorem we see that there is a multiplicative structure 
on the set of isomorphism classes of modules in C, induced by the multi- 
plicative structure defined by tensor product on the set of isomorphism 
classes of sheaves of modules in V,. 
It is clear that if 9 is a sheaf of algebras over j*(A) which, as a module, 
is contained in V, , Fy(9) is an A-algebra, and if f : 9 ---f B is a morphism 
of sheaves of algebras, F,(f) is an A-algebra homomorphism. Conversely, 
as we see from [8, Chapt. 0, 1.3131 that if L is an A-algebra which, as a 
module, is contained in C, , G,(L) is a sheaf ofj*(A) algebras and ifg : L -+ S 
is an algebra homomorphism, G,(g) is a morphism of sheaves of algebras. 
DEFINITION If L is an A-algebra, we will say that L is separable at a prime 
ideal p of A kfLp is separable over A, . (It is sometimes said that L is unram$ied 
at p). If Y is a subset of Spec A, we say L is locally separable over Y EEL is 
separable at every prime p in Y. 
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Let us consider the categories defined in the following chart. The arrows 
in each case are the homomorphisms appropriate to the algebraic or sheaf- 
algebraic structure of the objects. 
MODULES 
C,&A): Central A-algebra finitely 
generated and reflexive as A-modules 
and locally separable over Y. 
C;&A): Central A-algebras iso- 
morphic to algebras of the form 
Horn, (M, M), where M is a finitely 
generated reflexive A-module and 
Mp is free over A for p in Y. 
C+,(A): finitely generated refle- 
xive A-modules M # 0 such that 
Horn, (M, M) is projective and Mp 
is free over A, for all p in Y. 
C&,(A) = C,: finitely generated 
projective A-modules # 0. 
C, y(A): finitely generated reflexive 
d-modules M of rank 1 such that 
Mp is free over A, for all p in Y. 
Ciy(A): finitely generated pro- 
jective A-modules of rank 1. 
SHEAVES 
%Zly(A) = U,( Y, j*(A)): locally se- 
parable j*(A)-algebras. 
Uiy(A) = V,‘(Y, j*(A)): locally 
separable j*(A) algebras isomor- 
phic to algebras of the form 
%%wz~.,,-, (%I, %Jl), wherem is a locally 
free j*(A)-module of finite rank. 
%.+(A) = U,( Y, j*(A)): locally free 
modules Ills of finite rank over 
j*(A), # 0, such that 
a+4 (j&W9 i*(W) 
is locally free of finite rank over A. 
q,(A) = U,‘(Y, j*(A)): j*(A)- 
modules m # 0 such that j.+(%R) is 
locally free of finite rank over A. 
QGy(A) = %(y, j*(A)): j*(A)- 
modules locally free of rank 1. 
%&,(A) = Ws’(Y, j*(A)): j*(A)- 
modules ID1, such that j&R) is locally 
free of rank I as an A-module. 
As long as we are referring to the ring A and there is no possibility of con- 
fusion, we will omit the A from the designation of the categories above. The 
categories Ciy and C& , i = 1, 2, 3 are subcategories of C, , and the cate- 
gories Viy and %&, i = 1, 2, 3 are subcategories of V, . When Y = X, 
Cix = s+‘(A) as defined in section IV (preceding theorem IV.2) and 
C& = d&A). 
THEOREM VI.9. For each i, Ci,3 Cir and Viy3 %Tiy the functor pair 
(FY : hp,-+ C,, G : C,-+ U,) induces an equiwalence (Fiy = F, 1 Vi 
G, y = G, 1 C,,) of the categories Vi,, and Ci,, and an equirale& 
(F~y=FY(~~y,G:y=GYICzly)ofthecategories~:yandC;yfori=1,2,3. 
Proof (i = 1). 
category of C, , 
We see from [4, Theorem 2.11 that Cry is indeed a sub- 
since L, is a projective, hence free A,-module for every 
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p in Y. We see from the above remarks concerning algebras that we need only 
show that 9 is in V,r if and only if Fl(L?) is in Cry. Since Y has finite 
presentation as a module overj*(A), we know from Theorem III.2 that 9 is 
in V,r if and only if yP is a central separable A,-algebra for every p in Y. 
Since the localization F(9)P is isomorphic to the stalk yP for every n in Y, 
we must show that F(Z) is a central A-algebra, locally separable over Y 
if and only if F(9& is a central separable rZ,-algebra for every p in Y. The 
separability conditions are equivalent by definition, so it remains to show 
that F(9) is a central A-algebra if and only if F(.Ep& is a central /$,-algebra 
for every p in Y. Certainly if F(9) is central over A, F(Y), is central over 
A, for every p in Y. Let R be the center ofF(Y). Then we haveF(A?) 1 R 3 A. 
Since&%?) is finitely generated and faithful as a module over i4, R is integral 
over A [ZO, Vol. I, Chapt. V, Section I] and faithful. But we have 
w% ’ $3 w A, for every p in Y, and therefore R @ K M K, where K 
is the quotient field of A. Thus K r) R 1 A, and since A is integrally closed, 
R = A. 
It is clear by virtue of Theorem VI.8 that PEP is in %‘;r if and only if Fy(,Ep) 
is in C;r. 
(i = 2). If m is in V, r we must show that s-2 (j*(m), j&N)) is in 
Q, if and only if Horn, (M, M) is in C, whereFy(%R) = M, or that 
Fx(*m,z Lh@J%j,(~))> = Horn, M Ml- 
From Theorem V.4 we know that 
We have seen that K&, = %?s’(Y, j*(A)) is a subcategory of 
gzy = ~2(Y,j*(4) S t in ec ion V and that %a’( Y, j*(A)) is equivalent under 
the functorj, to the category ga’(X, A), defined to be the locally free modules 
of finite rank over A, or, in other words, qx. Since F, is an equivalence of 
QxwithC,=Chy,andFiy=Fxj*, we see that F, induces an equivalence 
of K& with Cir. 
(i = 3). It is easily seen that U; is a subcategory of @Z’s . From Theo- 
rem VI.8 it is clear that ‘%R is in %‘arff and only if F&JJt) is i: Cs,. %‘iy is a 
subcategory of U;, , and C&, is a subcategory of Ci, . If %R is in wiy it is clear 
that j,(m) is of rank 1 if and only if F,j,(fUl) = F~y(!Ul) is of rank 1. 
We see, then, that there is commutative multiplication defined in Cfr 
for each i by Mi * Ni = (Mj Ba NJ** for Mi , Ni in Cir. We are now m 
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a position to return to the exact sequence of Theorem V.12, which we 
rewrite, for our special case, 
0 -+ R(X' A'j) 1&(X, A; j) 2 
Ax, 4 
13(X , A) 5 23( Y, j*(A)) 
and to reinterpret these groups in terms of modules and algebras over A. 
We define &(Y, A) as follows: we introduce an equivalence relation in 
Cir by defining Mi equivalent to Ni if there are objects M,’ and Nil in C’: 
such that Mi . M,’ w Ni - Ni’. The equivalence classes then form an Abeha: 
group, which we call Si( Y, A), and we have the following natural group 
isomorphisms: 
QdY, 4 = B(Y,j*(A)) 
u,(x, A) M b(x, A) M ?-B(A) 
G(Y, A) = ~(x, 4-i). 
If we let R(Y, A) be the isomorphism classes in C’s and f(A) be the 
isomorphism classes in Cir , we see that R(Y, A) is i group canonically 
isomorphic to R(X, A;j) and /(A) is a subgroup isomorphic to $(X, A). 
We have, then, 
QqY, A) w % w R(X, Ad) 
Ax, 4 
and the exact sequence 
or 
0 + Q3( Y, A) 2 U,( Y, A) -2 B(A) -5 U,( Y, A) 
0 - f(A) L R( Y, A) 4 U,( Y, A) A %3(A) 5 U,( Y, A) 
with the maps defined as follows: for {L} in 9(A), @({L}) = {L} in Q,(Y, A); 
for {M} in 6,(Y, A), l ({M}) = {Horn, (M, M)}; for N in R(Y, A), {N) in 
@&(Y, A), K’(h’) = K({N}) = {N} in 6,(Y, A). i is the inclusion map. 
VII. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we will consider the applications of the exact sequence of 
the last section where Y = P, the set of minimal primes. (We still require, 
of course, that A be an integrally closed noetherian domain). In this case we 
shall denote the groups of the sequence as follows: &(P, A) = B’(A), 
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@,(P, A) = d(A), R(P, A) = R(A), so that B,(P, A) = R(A)/P(A). We 
have, then, 
o+ Jw) ~ 1 6(A) A B(A) 5 iqL4). 
274 
We know from [4] that if K is the field of quotients of A, there is a homo- 
morphism OL of B(A) into B(K) defined by sending the class of L in B(A) 
into the class of L $JA K in b(K). It is clear that this map can be identified 
with the map which we will now call /3X,0 from %3(X, A) to 9(0, K) (where 0 
is the zero ideal) which we defined in Theorem IV.4. Similarly, we have a 
homomorphism /3p,0 from B(P, j*(A)) to 9(0, K) which can be identified with 
the homomorphism 0~’ : W(A) + 8(K) defined by a’({L>) = {L mA K} for (L} 
in B’(A). Clearly c//3 = LY. We will show that in fact (Y’ is a monomorphism, 
so that the kernel of j? coincides with the kernel of 01. Thus we can characterize 
the kernel of 01 in terms of our exact sequence. In order to prove (Y’ a mono- 
morphism it is helpful to use the concept of maximal orders [5] which we will 
recall here. 
An order over an integrally closed noetherian domain A is defined to be a 
subring L of a central simple algebra Z over the quotient field K of A such 
that L is a finitely generated A-module which spans .Z over K. An order L 
in the simple algebra Z is said to be maximal if L is not properly contained 
in any order of Z. 
LEMMA VII. 1. Let L be a central A-algebra, separable at minimal primes 
andjnitely generated and reflexive as an A-module. If L Ba K w Horn, (V, V) 
for some finitely generated vector space V over K, then L is a maximal order in 
L@,KoverA. 
Proof. L Ba K is a central simple algebra over K, since it is the matrix 
ring of a finitely generated vector space. Certainly L is contained in L aA K 
under the mapping h + X @ 1, and L spans L Ba K over K, for if X @ k 
isinL@,K,X@k=(h@l)k.SoLisanorderoverAinL@,K. 
Similarly L, is an order over A, in L aA K = L, @A K for all minimal 
primes p in A. Since L, is separable over A, , we have, from [4, Proposition 
7. I] that L, is a maximal order in L, @A K. But [5, Theorem 1.51 states 
that an order L is maximal over A in Z ifPand only if L is reflexive over A 
and L, is a maximal order over A, in Z for every minimal prime p. Thus L 
is a maximal order over A in L BA K. 
THEOREM VII.2. 
is in C&,(A). 
If L is in CIp(A), then ol’({L}) = {K} if and only ifL 
Proof. If L is in CiP(A), then {L} = {A} and 
~{L])=~‘({A))=~ATK/={K). 
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Now suppose &({L}) = {K}. Then L ma K -K in d(K) as defined in 
Section IV preceding Theorem IV.2. From [4, Proposition 5.31 we 
know that L BA K - K in s&‘(K) if and only if L ma K is in 
do(K). Thus L aA K = Horn, (V, V) for some finitely generated vector 
space T/’ over K. Thus L is a maximal order in L BA K over A. Then there 
is a finitely generated reflexive A-submodule E of V such that 
L = Horn, (E, E) [5, Proposition 4.21. Thus L is in Cl (A). 
COROLLARY VII.3. (Y’ is a monomorphism. 
Thus we have the following exact diagram: 
0 
1 
0 + Kn/9 + b(A) 5 b’(A) . 
a = a’/9 1 fx’ 
b(K) 
Combining this with the sequence 
O-t W) K - + b(A) A B(A) 5 b’(A), 
A4 
we have the exact sequence 
0 + /(A) f R(A) -z; b(A): b(A) 4 8(K). 
COROLLARY VII.4. 
c;pw. 
If L is in Clp(A) then L -A if and only if L is in 
THEOREM VII.5. There is a group monomorphism /I,,’ : B’(A) + B(A,) 
for every minimal prime ideal p of A. 
Proof. We define a map &, : Clp(A) + &(Ap) by &(L) = L, . & is 
multiplicative since 
)6pG ok?)**) = ((4 cG)**)P 
= Hom+,(Hom+ (LIP OL2,h APL 44 - -h, 0-h pa 
/3,, maps C&,(A) into .MO(Ap), for if L = Horn, (E, E), where E is a finitely 
generated reflexive module over A, then L, = HomAp (EP , Ep), where E, 
is a finitely generated projective module over A, . Thus &, induces the 
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homomorphism &,’ : b’(A) + B(A,). Let (Ye’ be the monomorphism defined 
as above from W(A,) = %(A,) to d(K). Then OL+,‘&, = iy’, for 
xp’&‘({L}) = olp’({Lp}) =]L$$KI = IL FApAyK[ = jLyK/ 
= x’({L}). 
Since 0~’ is a monomorphism so is &,‘. 
We will regard these inclusion maps as identifications. We now know that 
8’(A) is contained in n, %(A,) as p runs over the minimal primes in A. 
We will show that b’(A) = &, %(A,). I n order to do this we need to look 
at 23(K). According to [6, p. 179, Theorem 7.101 an algebra L is separable 
over K if and only if K’ oKL is semi-simple for every field K’ containing 
K. If L is central over K this condition is equivalent to the condition that L 
is a simple algebra. Thus L is in d(K) if and only if L is a central simple 
algebra over K. Thus the algebras in d(K) are the full matrix algebras over 
division algebras over K. 
LEMMA VII.6. An algebra L in d(K) is epiwalent to a division ulgebru 
A over K ;f and only if L is a full matrix algebra over A. 
Proof. Suppose L = Horn, (E, E) where E is a free module of rank n 
over A. Let I’ be a vector space of rank tt over K. Then 
Now A OK I’ is free over A of rank B, so A OK V M E as A-modules. Thus 
i.e., A -L. 
A QHom,(V, V SW Horn, (E, E) = L, 
Conversely, if L is in d(K), L is the full matrix algebra over some division 
algebra A’. Since L -A, A’ N A. Then there exist vector spaces V, and I’, 




A’ 9 HomK (Vi, V,) M Horn,, (A’ @ VI, A’ @ VI) , 
K K 
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a full matrix algebra over A’, and 
A @ HomK (Vs , Vs) M Horn,, 
K 
a full matrix algebra over A. Since 
A’ 9 Ho% (v, 9 VI), zw A @Homg(V,, Vs), A w A’. 
K 
Thus L is a full matrix algebra over A. 
We see from the above Lemma that the elements of B(K) are in one-to- 
one correspondence with the isomorphism classes of division algebras over K. 
THEOREM VII.7. B’(A) = np B(A,) as p runs over the minimal primes 
in A. 
Proof. We know that b’(A) is contained in n, B(Ap). Now suppose {A} 
in B(K) belongs to flp B(A,). Th is means that for every minimal prime p 
there is a central separable algebra r(P) over A, such that (A} = (Tfp) BAp K} 
in B(K). We would like to show that {A} = {L 8” K}, where L is an algebra 
over A, finitely generated and reflexive as an R-module, and unramified at 
minimal primes. 
From [4, Proposition 7.11 we know that r(P) is a maximal order in 
Ftp) BAp K over A, . Now since (rep) gAp K) = {A}, Ttp) BAp K is n(A), 
the algebra of tl by n matrices over A for some n. Now let L be a maximal 
order in A over A. (From [5, Section l] we know that such an L always 
exists). [5, Theorem 1.51 states that an order L is maximal if and only if it 
is reflexive and L aA A, = L, is a maximal order over A for every minimal 
prime ideal n of A. Furthermore, A m L @QA K, since L spans A over K. 
Now consider n(L,), the algebra of tl by rr matrices over L, . Since L, is a 
maximal order in A over A,, n(L,) is a maximal order in n(A) = Ttp) @ K. 
(It is clearly an order in n(A), and by [5, Theorem 3.81 it is maximal.) Thus 
4Lp) = F(P) . 
Now let F be a free Ap-module of rank 11. Then 
Lp 9 Hoy, (F, F) M HomLp (Lp OF, L, OF) w n(L,) w rtp) . 
AP AP 
Since rft,) is separable over A, , L, is separable over A, by [4, Theorem 3.51. 
Thus we have found an L which is an algebra over A, separable at minimal 
primes, and finitely generated and reflexive as an A-module, and such that 
A w L 6~” K. So (A) is the image of (L} under the inclusion map of b’(A) 
into np b(A,). Since we are regarding the inclusion map as an identification 
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of b’(A) with its image in &, %(A,), we say that {A} is in B’(A). Thus 
w4 = np w,). 
THEOREM VII.8. If A has the property that every ref2exive ideal is pro- 
jective, then a necessary and sz@cient condition that B(A) be contained in 
b(K) is that every finitely generated module whose endomorphism ring is pro- 
jective is itself projective. 
Proof. Every finitely generated torsion-free module over A of rank 1 
is isomorphic to an ideal of A, since if M is such a module, MC M BA K M K 
as an A-module. Since M is finitely generated, every element of M is integral 
over A, and therefore its image in K is in A, since A is integrally closed. Thus 
the image of M is an ideal in A, and M is isomorphic to this ideal. Thus the 
hypothesis on A means precisely that R(A) = $(A). In this case 
Kr$? = B(A), and $(A) = 0 if and only if every module whose endomor- 
phism ring is projective is itself projective (by Theorems V.8 and VI.9). 
THEOREM VII.9. Zf S is a subring of a commutative ring R, and S, , a**, S,, 
are subrings such that S = S, @ *‘. @ S,, then 
8(S) = B(S,) @ **- @ b(S,). 
Proof. We will show that there is an isomorphism [ from 
b(S,) @ *** @ B(S,) to B(S) defined by 
{A,}o...o{A3~{A~o...on,}. 
First we must prove that {A, @ **a @A,} is in B(S). It is clear that 
A = A, @ me* @ A, is a finitely generated central S-algebra. Furthermore, 
it is projective, since [7, p. 110, Proposition 2. l] a necessary and sufficient 
condition that a module M be projective over S is that Horn, (M, N) be a 
right exact functor for every S-module N, and we know that the functor 
Horn commutes with finite direct sums. Under these circumstances we know 
from [4, Theorem 2.11 that A is separable over S if and only if the map 
7 : A” -+ Horn, (A, A) defined by 7(x @ y”) (2) = xzy is an isomorphism. 
For each i, the map r], : Aie -+ HornSi (Ai , Ai) is an isomorphism, and q 
is the direct sum of the qi , so 71 is an isomorphism. Thus A is separable, 
and {A> is in b(S). 
Now we must show that 5 is well defined. Suppose that there are algebras 
ri over Si such that {Ai} = {ri> f or each i. Then there are finitely generated 
projective faithful &-modules Eil and Epg such that 
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for each i. Now 
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= @ 4 @ How (4 , Ed, 
i=l S 
where El = @zi Eii, . Similarly 
6 (ri @ How, (Ei, Q) = 6 ri @ How 6% , Ed, 
i=l si i=l S 
where E2 = @;=I Ei, . E, and E, are clearly finitely generated projective 
faithful S-modules, so (0 Ai} = {@ ri}. 
It is clear that 5 is multiplicative. 
Now we must show that 5 is an isomorphism. If M is an S-module, and ei 
is the unit of Si for each i, then e,M is an S,-module and M = ,~~zl e,M. 
Furthermore, this decomposition is unique: if M = @ Ni where each Ni 
is an S,-module, then Ni = e,M. (If M is an S-algebra, then eiM is an 
S,-algebra.) Now suppose {Ai @ a** 83 A,} = 0 in b(S). Then 
for some finitely generated projective faithful module E over S. Then 
E = @ eiE. Furthermore, Si is an S-module for each i, under the operation 
s . ii = siti , where s = si @ *** @ s, . Then E OS Si is an &-module, and 
so E OS Si = eiE. Now we have 
A = Horn, (E, E) = Horns (%, e,E, @ e,E) = @ Horns, (e,E, e,E). 
so 
Ai = Horn,, (eiE, ebE) = Horns, (E 9 Si , E 9 Si) 
for each i. Now E is a finitely generated projective module over S, and so 
E as Si is a finitely generated projective module over Si . Furthermore, 
it is clear that eiE is a faithful Si-module. Thus each {Ai> = 0 in S(SJ, and 
6 is a monomorphism. 
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Now let {A) be in b(S). Then A = 83 (A ,B,s S<). We know from [4, 
Corollary 1.61 that A g>s Si is a central separable S,-algebra for each i. Since 
we see that 5 is an epimorphism. 
Thus we have shown that 5 is an isomorphism. 
Now let R be a commutative ring, and S a commutative algebra over R. 
S is said to be unramified if given any prime ideal p in R, where n = R r\ !$ 
for a prime ideal ‘$J in S, then S&S, is a separable R,/pRp-algebra. [4, 
Proposition 1.51 states that if S is a noetherian R-algebra such that the kernel 
of the mapping o : Se --+ S given by o (X @ y”) = xy is a finitely generated 
ideal in Se, then S is unramified if and only if it is separable. Thus if R is a 
noetherian ring and S is finitely generated over R, S is unramified if and only 
if it is separable over R. 
If R and S are commutative rings, and there is a ring homomorphism 
f : R + S, then S is an R-algebra by means of this homomorphism, and there 
induced homomorphism fv : B(R) + 8(S) 
;*({A: = {S 3s A} ([4, Proposition 5.51). If A . 
defined by 
IS a central separable algebra 
over R such that {A} in b(R) is in the kernel off* , we say that A is split by S 
or that S is a splitting ring of A. 
LEMMA VII.10. If A is an integrally closed noetherian local domain and L 
is a central separable algebra over A, then there is a splitting ring S’ for L 
such that S’ is an unramijed finitely generated extension of A and s’ is an 
integrally closed noetherian domain. 
Proof. Since A is a local ring, we know from [4, Theorem 6.31 that there 
is a splitting ring S of L which is a separable A-algebra and a finitely gene- 
rated free A-module. Since S is a separable A-algebra it is unramified, and 
certainly it is torsion-free. Thus ([4, Proposition 4.31) S is integrally closed 
in K’ its full ring of quotients (the fraction ring of S with respect to its 
nonzero divisors). Furthermore, every element of S is integral over A since S 
is finitely generated over A. Thus S is the integral closure of A in K’. 
Since S is separable over A, K @A S is separable over K, where K is the 
field of quotients of A, by [4, Proposition 2.31. Thus we know ([7, p. 179, 
Theorem 7.101) that K @A S is semi-simple. Therefore it is the direct sum 
of separable field extensions of K. Let K aa S = K,’ @ --- @ K,,‘. Now S 
is contained in K aa S, and K @,a S is its own ring of quotients, since 
every non-unit is a zero divisor. Thus K ga S contains K’. On the other 
hand, K @A S is the fraction ring of S with respect to the nonzero elements 
of A. Since S is free as an A-module the nonzero elements of A are not zero 
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divisors of S. Thus K’ contains K @A S, and so K’ = K @A S. Thus 
K’=K,‘@--OK,,‘. 
Let Si be the integral closure of A in Ki’. We will show that 
S=Si@*.*@Sn. CertainlyScontainsS,@**.@S,. NowifxisinS, 
x is integral over A. Since x is in K’, x = x1 @ -a- @ x,, where xi is in Ki’. 
Then each xi is integral over A, and is therefore in Si . Thus S is contained 
in&@.**@&, and therefore S = S, @ ... @ S, . 
Now we will show that any Si is the s’ we are looking for. We must show 
that Si is unramified extension of A which is a splitting ring for L,. 
Si is a separable A-algebra, since from [4, Proposition 1.41 we know that 
the homomorphic image of a separable algebra is separable. As we have 
remarked, since A is noetherian and Si is finitely generated over A, this is 
equivalent to saying that Si is unramified. 
Now we want to show that Si is a splitting ring for L. The inclusion 
map pi : A -+ S, induces the homomorphism pi, : B(A) + S(S), defined 
by P@>) = {L @A 4). w e must show that {L} is in the kernel of pi, . 
If p is the inclusion map from A into Si , we know that 
p*({L}) = (L 9 S) = 0 in B(S). 
Let rri be the projection map from S to Si . Then if ri, is the induced homo- 
morphism from B(S) to S(Si), it is clear that ri,p* = pi, . Therefore if 
;GtrLz = 0 in b(S), pi,({L}) = 0 in S(S). Thus Si is a splitting ring for L 
It is clear that Si is a noetherian domain, and by [4, Proposition 4.31 it is 
integrally closed. Thus any Si can be chosen for the S’ of the theorem. 
In the following theorem A will be an integrally closed noetherian domain, 
(since a unique factorization domain is always integrally closed [ZO, p. 261, 
Ex. I]), and by an extension S of A we will mean the integral closure of A 
in a separable field extension of the field of quotients of A. Swill thus always 
be a finitely generated module over A ([ZO, p. 264, Theorem 71). 
LEMMA VII.11. If A is a unique factorization domain, every rej&xi~e 
ideal of A is principal. 
Proof. By a special case of [4, Proposition 3.41, we see that if an ideal a 
is reflexive, its only prime components in its primary decomposition are 
minimal. It is easy to check that in a unique factorization domain, every 
minimal prime is principal. Let a = q, n -*- CA qn , where q, is pi-primary. 
Then since each nt is minimal, ai = p” f *, a power of pi [ZO, p. 272, Corollary 14; 
p. 232, Theorem 23; p. 155, note]. If pi is generated by xi , then qi is also 
principal, generated by x;‘. Thus the ideal a is the intersection of the prin- 
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cipal ideals (x7*). Since A is a unique factorization domain, a is thus a prin- 
cipal ideal, generated by the product nzcyi (easily shown by induction). 
THEOREM VII.12. If A is a local unique factorization domain which has 
the property that every separable extension is a unique factorization domain, 
then every Jinitely generated reflexive module over A which has a projective 
endomorph&n ring is itself projective. 
Proof. Let M be a finitely generated reflexive module over A such that 
Horn, (M, M) is projective. Suppose M # 0. We know from Theorem III.4 
and Theorem VI.9 that Horn, (M, M) is separable at minimal primes and 
therefore, since it is projective, it is separable over A [4, Proposition 4.61. 
Then, by Lemma VII.10 we know that there is a splitting ring S 
for Horn, (M, M) such that S is a finitely generated unramified extension of 
A and an integrally closed noetherian domain. Under the hypothesis, S is a 
unique factorization domain. 
Now we have 
1 Horn, (M, M) Q SI = {S} in wo 
But 
Horn, (M, M) @ S e Horns 
A 
[7, p. 124, Ex. 111 so 
/Homs(M@$S, MQS)/ ={S} in B(S). 
Thus 
Horns (M 9 S, M 9 S) - Horn, (v, v), 
where V is a finitely generated faithful projective module over S [4, Proposi- 
tion 5.31. Then from [9, Lemma 91 we see that there is a finitely generated 
projective S-module J of rank 1 such that M @A S M V OS 1. Thus 
M @A S is a projective S-module. Since S is a projective A-module, M @A S 
is a projective A-module. Now a finitely generated module over a noetherian 
ring A is projective if and only if it is free over A,,, when localized at every 
maximal ideal m of A [6, Chapt. II, Section 5, no. 2, Theorem I]. Thus 
M,,, aAm S,,, is a free A,-module for every maximal ideal m of A. Since 
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S, is a free Am-module, M,,, is a direct summand of a free A,,,-module and 
is therefore projective. Since A,,, is a local ring, M,,, is free and thus M is 
projective as an A-module. 
COROLLARY VII.13. If A satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem VIIJZ, 
then b(A) is contained in b(K). 
Proof. Since A is a unique factorization domain, every reflexive ideal is 
projective. Since every finitely generated reflexive module over A which has a 
projective endomorphism ring is itself projective, we have, from Theorem 
VII.8, B(A) contained in b(K). 
It is shown in [4, Theorem 7.21 that if A is a regular domain, then 
9(A) C (23(K). W e will give an alternate proof to illustrate the applications 
of Theorems VII.8 and VII.12. Before we proceed with the proof we will 
recall some definitions and basic facts concerning regular rings. 
All rings referred to are presumed to be commutative. By the dimension 
of a local ring we mean the rank of its maximal ideal m, i.e., the maximal 
length of a descending chain of different prime ideals strictly contained in m. 
A local ring R is called a regular local ring if the number of elements in 
a minimal basis of m is equal to the dimension of R. 
A notherian domain R is said to be a regular domain if and only if R, is a 
regular local domain for every prime ideal p of R. (A necessary and sufficient 
condition that R be a regular domain is that R, be a regular local domain for 
every maximal ideal m.) If R is a regular domain R = &,,) R, , where {m> 
is the set of maximal ideals of R. 
A semi-local ring is a noetherian ring with a finite number of maximal 
ideals. 
W’e will sketch the proofs of the following lemmas, which are well-known 
facts in the theory of local rings. 
LEMMA VII.14. If R is a regular local domain and S is an umamifed 
extension, then S is a semi-local regular domain. 
Proof. Since S is unramified over R, S is regular, by a special case of 
[2, Corollary 5.21. Furthermore, any finite extension of a local domain is 
semi-local. We see this by considering R/m OR S = S/mS, where m is the 
maximal ideal of R. S/mS is finitely generated over the field R/m and there- 
fore has but a finite number of maximal ideals. But the maximal ideals of S 
are in one-to-one correspondence with the maximal ideals of S/mS. Thus S 
is semi-local. 
LEMMA VII. 15. If S is a semi-local domain and S,,, is a unique factorizatiun 
domain for each maximal ideal m of S, then S is a unique facturizatim domain. 
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Proof. Let p be a prime ideal in S. We will show that Q is a principal 
ideal. Since S is an integrally closed domain, this is equivalent to saying 
that S is a unique factorization domain. If m is a maximal ideal in S, Q,,, 
is either S,,, or a prime ideal in S, . Since S, is presumed to be a unique 
factorization domain Q,,, is a principal ideal (in either case). Thus Q,,, is a 
free S, module for each m, and p is therefore projective when considered an 
S-module. Then the Remark in [4, p. 3771 proves that Q is a principal ideal 
in S. 
LEMMA VII.16. Every regular semi-local domain is a unique factorization 
domain. 
Proof. If S is a regular semi-local domain, then S, is a regular local 
domain for each maximal ideal m of S. Auslander and Buchsbaum have 
shown in [3] that every regular local domain is a unique factorization domain. 
THEOREM VII.17. If A is a regular local domain, then d(A) C 8(K). 
Proof. We will show that A satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem V11.12, 
namely, that A is a local unique factorization domain and that every separable 
extension is a unique factorization domain. We know that A is a unique 
factorization domain (as we remarked in Lemma VII.16). In Lemma VII.14 
we saw that every separable extension is a semi-local regular domain, and in 
Lemma VII. 16 that every semi-local regular domain is a unique factorization 
domain. Thus by Corollary VII.13, B(A) C B(K). 
THEOREM VII.18 If A is a reguZar domain, then d(A) C b(K). 
Proof. A is integrally closed, since A, is integrally closed for each maxi- 
mal ideal m and A is the intersection of the A,,, . We will show that A has the 
property that every reflexive ideal is projective, and that every finitely gene- 
rated reflexive module whose endomorphism ring is projective is itself 
projective. Then, applying Theorem VII.8, B(A) is contained in 13(K). 
Let a be a reflexive ideal of A. Then, since A,,, is a unique factorization 
domain for every maximal ideal m of A, a, is a principal ideal of A,,, , 
and thus free. Therefore a is projective over A. 
Now suppose M is a finitely generated reflexive module over A such that 
Horn, (M, M) is projective. The M,,, is reflexive as en A,-module, and 
Horn,, (M,,, , M,,,) is projective as an A,,,-module for every maximal ideal 
m of A. Now A, has the property that every reflexive ideal is projective, 
and we know from Theorem VII.17 that b(A,) C B(K) for every maximal 
ideal m of A. Thus, from Theorem VII.8, M,,, is projective as an A,,,-module 
for each m. Therefore M is a projective A-module, and so B(A) C B(K). 
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